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VOL. VII.-NO.

HOLLAND,

18.

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICIL,

a webkly'newspaper,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

General Dealeri.

cin,

-

mm,

•

OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND'S BLOCK.

EQESBURG, Editor and

0. J.

JOB PRINTINQ PllOJIPTr.t AND NEATLY DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One

gquare of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subseClient iusertiou for any period under three

mouths.
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Yearly udvertiHcrs have the privilege of three
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
Hues,

f

i.OO

per

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery.Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

V

Limy

and Sale Stable*.

Produce, Etc.
Apples, ft bushel ................ f 55
Beans, bushel ...................1 bb to
Butter, $ lb ..............
to
Clover seed, $ lb ..................to
Eggs, ^ dozen ....................
to
Honey, tt> ....................... to
Hay, v ton ....................... 8 W to
Onions. $ bushel ................
Potatoes, V bushel

weeks— his soul
1

00
40

OOONK

“

“

Dealer In all kinds of Liquors,
JL Beer. Cldar, Pop, Cigsrs, Sardiues, and keep
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 60 Eighth street.

C.

JL/ Shop. Horsc-shocingand all kinds
Ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west

annum,

drain, Feed, Etc.

of

repalr-

of

Knver.

‘

Beat Markets.

Natlcesof Births,Marriages, and Deaths pub-

Wheat,

white
S

... ...

new

and breathinginto

spirit of

it

song which was to con-

secrate it through all time “as his cygnean

iis

him. “Come
said he, “Ernilie— my task is

daughter Ernilie awoke

ilther,”

85
88
27
50
15 00
18 00

............

Corn, shelled
bushel
Oats, ’p bushel ....................
Buckwheat, $ bushel .............
Bran, ^ Ion .......................

25®

50
©

.

"

pit

“

“
“
•• “

“ “&
“
*• “
“ “
“ #

Chicago. I
f

5

i°

“

# l1 00

a- ni.

m. J 9.45 “

3 25 p.

V

2.40
Notary Public*

Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
IJ08T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
* Daily except Saturday,
Agent, Notary Public and Oonveyancer;Colt Mondays only.
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago \17AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
*

L

Or the pleasures of earth with regret,
Sells Ticketsto principal points In the United
Sta’es and Canada. Through bills of Lading issued —Pause not on the threshold of limitlesslife,
and rates given for fielght to all points east and To tnonrn for the day that is set.
west. Information as to routes aud connections
for travellers,and rates of freightfor shippers, Spirit! no fetters can bind,
checrfailyfurnished at the
No wicked have power to molest;

7-1

An Undeniable

TT

Store,8th street.

time.

Taken Effect, 1 uenday, Jan. 15, 1878.

8
7
7
6
6
5
3
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25
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85
07
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11
11
11
10
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9

15
41
3ti

07
40

Sonth.

Going

No.

STATIONS.

m.

p.

Muskegon,
Fcrrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,

18

Fillmore,

30

Allegan,

No. 1,
a. m.

3.

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

00
83
38
13
45
15

00

You

Phyilciau*

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Real.

Going North.
No. 4. No. 2.
p. m. p. m.

MATRAU,

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich%

7
8
8
9

50
40
56
40

11

15

11 45
1 15

A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, oppoaite
rV. 8. W. cor. Public Square.

T

Truth,

you lead
a miserable,unsatisfactorylife in this
beautifulworld, it is entirely your own
deserve to suffer, and if

and there is only one excuse for you,
—your unreasonableprejudice and skepti
|>EST, R. B. A L. E.. Surgeons and Physicians. cism, which has killed thousands. PersonJ) Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.
al knowledge and common sense reason
T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office ing will soon show you that Green’s
±J corner Eleventh and River street oppesite August Flower will cure you of Liver
public square.
Complaint, or Dyspepsia, with all its miserable effects, such as sick headache, pal
T EDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon;
±J office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi. pitationof the heart, sour stomach, habit
A M. L.

S.

R. R. crossing.

CLAY,

fault

ual costiveness, dizziness of the head, nervous prostration, low spirits, &c. Its sales

could propose to sub-

merge the social and moral condition to
bring about a cataclysm, and they could
protection of their lives

and

at the Emperor has changed that. Society
even now your cheek has a glow now prepares to defend itself. Precisely
upon it. I am sure we will nurse you what it has to defend itself against is
well again— let me bring you something shown fully and clearly in the ample ac-

HA.ILROA.D,

\TERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planing Mil). All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

They

ter, for

ra.

a.m. 12.15 “

laws against any return of the blows they
delivered.

bet-

p.m.

1.05

been

uterrupting him, as tears stood in her istence they assailed. But the last shot

©6

H. C.

As has

pointed out, they were guaranteed by the

propertyfrom the very society whose ex-

» “

V

been altogether one-sided.

not so, dear father,” said the gentle girl,

©

*

they have waged

the war that

demand the

refreshing.” “Do not deceive yourself,
Feed. ton ....................
Marf) 100 lb .....................105 my love,” said the dying father; this
Au Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote I) ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All Barler, *11 00 lb ................... 1 00
the expiration of the Snbscriptlou.Two ZZ sig- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Middling. *1 100 lb ...... ........... 110 wasted form can never be restored by
nify that no paper will be continuedafter dale.
Flour, *1100 Tb .....................175
human aid. From Heaven’s mercy alone
TT’UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and Pearl Barley, |? 100 lb ....... ...... 3 00
4 00
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.
IV vegetables ; Meat \larket on 8th street.
do I look for aid in this my dying hour.
Keats, Etc.
You spoke of refreshments,my Ernilie—
f TAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Beef, dressed per lb .......... .......... 6 ® 5#
|loart$.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper Pork,
......................3‘Ato 4
take these, my lost notes, sit down by my
Lard .................
10 ©
and twine; 8th street.
Smoked Meat ...............
©10
piano here, sing them with the hymn of
Ham ............................
to 8
Chicago Is Michigan Lako Shore R. R.
Mmfactoriei,Bill*, Shops, Itc.
thy sainted mother; let me once more hear
Shoulders ........... ..........
Tallow, per lb ..........................to 8
those tones which have been so long my
pvEMING, W. II., Manufacturerof Plows, By Turkeys. “ .....
Tdken Effect, Tuesday Jan. 1, 1878.
9 ©10
LJ Improved machinery is enabled to sell the Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 6 © 7 solacement and delight. Ernilie obeyed;
regular kalumaroo, Plow and warrant them, at
Leave
Arrive at
and with a voice enriched with tenderest
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
Holland,
Holland.
Train*.
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
emotion, sung the following stanzas:
I 1. 15 u. m.
Grand Rapids.
f 5.15 “
11.55 a.m.
“Spirit! thy labor is o’er 1
fTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDealcrln
3.30 p. in. tl Agricultural Implements; commission agent
t 9.35 p. m.
Thy term of probationIs run,
FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,
for Mowlnn Mad^ncs- cor. lOthARlverstreet.
Mdskfigon,Pentwater
Thy stops are bound for the untrodden shore,
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.
5.25 a. in.
And the race of immortals begun.
OAUELB. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
\ 9.25
3.35 p.m.
JT of Mugger Mills; (Steam Saw auu Flour CHICAGO and MICHIGAN LAKE CHORE
Spirit! look not on tho strife,
New Buffalo
Mil!*.)near foot of 8th street.

IJUTKAU A VANZOEREN, New Meat

lished whitout charge for subscribers.

and

done— the Requiem Is finished.” “Say

eyes; “you must he better— you look

$ ©

agitators have had things much their own

that against existing social institutions has

00
00 strain,” he fell into a gentle and quiet
76 slumber. At length the light footsteps of

00
00
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... © 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 25
Stave bolts,hardwood .................... 8 00
Railroad tics .................
10
Shingles,
m ......................
2 00

Wagon and Blacksmith

its last touch,

undying
50

A

Wagoamabeu asd Blacksmiths.

with inspirations of taken the alarm. Hitherto the socialist

and already claiming

kindred with Immortality. After giving way,
t

“

'T'EN HAGE. Wm..

filled

the richest melody,

00

D

I'VlJKEMA J. A

Agitation in Qirmany.

ployed upon this exquisite piece for several against which the people have so generally

2
Timothy Seed, f) bushel
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office Wool, # lb ......................
and bam on Market street. EverythingtirstWool, Staves, Etc,
class.
Cordwoad, maple, dry .....................$2
VT1BBELINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable;
green ................... 2
ll Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
beach, ary ................. 2
street,near Market.
*• green ..........
1
Hemlock Bark ..................... to4
Staves, pork, white oak, .............©10
Liquor Dealer*.

“
“

NO. 330

There is something strikingly beautiful
Germany seems to be just now in a great
and touching in the circumstance of his degree under the influence of a panic, and
death. “His sweetest song was the last excited with a very resolutepurpose to
fie sung”— “Requiem.”He had been em- deal vigorously with tho socialist evil,

@

ITAN PUTTEN G„

Publisher.

TXSKS Of 3UBSSBIPTI0N:-$2.00per7«»rlnadunce.

1

l^LIBTSTItA, A., Groceries and Supplies: a
1; ready market for country produce; a chslce
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

BOLiiim

WHOLE

Koz&rt's Last Komenti.

Orectrtai.

(The Ttatlaud City 2lw$.

1878.

15,

counts publishedabout the
tion In
it

socialist agita-

Germany. Employers will dismiss,
who mingle with

appears now, alemen

the socialist agitators,and the

government

will assume the responsibilitiesof repres-

sion. Government,moreover,will take
advantage of the present
to secure laws that

state

of opinion

will enable It to deal

with the evil. An election held under the
influence of tho present widespread reaction against socialisticideas will result,it

is hardly doubtful, in the return of a
Reichstag ready lo support the government

in

any measure that it may deem ad-

visable. Hence, and

way for such

in

order to clear tho

an election, the

government

proposes to the Federal Council the dissolution

of tho present Reichstag. This

measure will be acceptable to the body
before which
it

for

it

is brought, for the

need of

the protectionof society from

its

newly shown enemies is as keenly felt in

There the weary, like thee, the wretched, shall find Bavaria or Wurtemburg as In the Prussian
A havef— a mansion of rest.
States.— AT. Y. Herald.
Spirit! how bright is the road
For which thou art now on the wing.
Thy home It will be with thy Bavldur and God.

The InternationalSilver Conference.
Secretary

Their loud hallelujahs to sing.”

Evarts has

received

by cable

notificationsthat the governments of

As she concluded, she dwelt for a moFrance and Italy have decided to appoint
ment upon the low, melancholynotes of
Commissioners to the International Monethe piece, and then turning from the intary Conference, which is to he held in
strument, looked in silence for the approving smile of her father. It was ibe
still, passionless smile which the

joyous

spirit

had

rapt and

left, with the seal of

death upon those features.

pursuance of the

act

of Congress for

re-

monetizing silver. By the act tho Presi-

dent was authorized to

invite the

com-

mercial nations of the world to join in a
conference for discussing the relation

which silver should hereafter bear to gold
The Haydock Colliery Disaster.
VIC CULLOCH TH08., Physician and Surgeon.
;yI having perm&utly located In Holland, can now reach every town on the Western
in the coinage of the world. The earlier
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. & be rouud at Wm. Van Pullen’sDrug Store. Calls Continent and not a Druggist but will tell
The terrible experiencesof the miner
1. R. R. and L. 8. A M. S. for Plalnwell,Kulama- made in city and country day or night. Acute
responses to the invitationof the President
you of its wonderful cures. You can buy
and the progress of science do not apxoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. &c., Ac.
and Chronicdiseases successfullytreated.Consula
Sample
Bottle for 10 cents. Three
were not encouraging, coming from natation
14-4w
pear to have coutribuledin any degree lo
doses will relieve you.
tions of no commercial importance. But
VI ORRIS, S. L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
lessen the dangers of the coal pit The
IttSincjss Directory.
the accession ol France and Italy, the two
IVlat residence, on Twelithst., aud at H. Walsh’s
Bncklin’s
Arnica
Salve,
melancholyduly of recordinganother
Drug Store.
leading nations of the Latin Union, not
The best Salve in the world for Cuts, colliery disaster is imposed upon us by the
Attorney*.
only redeems the movement from conOCUOUTKN, R. A. City Puysiclau. Office at D. Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
receipt of despatches announcinga fatal
0 K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8ih Street.
tempt, but renders it respectable and imJJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
explosionin the Evans Wood pit at HayNotary Public;River street.
posing. The European Powers which
all
kinds
of
Skin
Eruptions.
This
salve
PhrtjgraphM.
dock, near Wigan, England. Over two
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
have already consented to take part in the
"If C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
iVl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11 TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- in every case or money rclunded. Price hundred and thirty lives have been lost Conferenceare France, Italy, Russia,
XX lery opposite this office.
River street.
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber by the ignilion of the inflammable gas
Hungary (which may soon Include the
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
Giddier*.
OUERBURNB, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
that oozes from the coal seams in the
whole of Austria),Holland, Switzerland
O at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
workings. Such a fearful destruction of
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections. ITAUPELL, II., Manufacturer of and dealer in
and
Greece. Mexico and the South AmerAccomplished
at
Last.
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
OfflcelntheVillage of Zeeland at the Store of A.
life reduces tho chances of discovering the
Eighth
street.
Bolks A Bros.
ican countries ought to join; hut whether
The grand climax of success is at last
achieved. The poor rejoice, the sick cause of the calamity, because it is prob- they do or not the Conference will be
Tobacco ind Cigars.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
arise and walk, the rich bask in the bright able the individualswho may have been
JL Agent. OfficeIn Kenyon A Van Pullen’s bank
strong enough to command the attention
'T'K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, sunshineof perfect health. The physica instrumental in causing it through careEighth street.
of the word. The only great Powers
X Cigars, Snuti, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street. miseries of the human frame need no
lessness or otherwiseare among the dead.
Banking and Inching*.
which will not be represented are England
longer be endured. Dr. King's Caljfor
Witch** and Jewelry.
The awful energy of the explosion may
nia Golden Compound, for Dyspepsia,Con
AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Coland Germany. Germany has so recently
lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth
be judged by the reported condition of
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, stipation,Sick Headache,Coming up o
silver that she cannot retreat,
street.
O and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner ef Mar- Food, Jaundice, Liver Complaint, Bilious many of the bodies. The deep and nar- discarded
and
Great
Britain had adopted an exket and Eighth Street.
ness, General Debility,Drowsinessam
Barber*.
row galleries and headings of the mine
Low Spirits. This wouderlul remedy wil
clusive gold standard when all other
I'vE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
positively cure, aud that where every other represent, when loaded with inflammable nations used both metals. If the ConX/ sharapoonlng,hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea£ofWtif0.
remedy has failed. To prove that this gas, so many monster gun barrels, in
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
ference can agree on a proper ratio
wonderful remedy will do all we claim for which human beings labor in constant
14-1 y
between silver and gold, founded on their
it you are presented with a irial bottle //ve
presence of death. A naked lamp or the
Boot* and Shoe*.
of cost, by which you will readily perceive
prospective intrinsicvalue, there need be
U. S. of I.
TJEROLD, E.. Manufacturer of and dealer in
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of Us wonderful curative qualities, and which explosionof a blast may ignite the charge no difficultyin maintaining silver as part
Jtl. Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc., Industry,meets at their Hall over, Krulsenga’s will show you what a regular one dollar and blow these poor creatures to atoms as
of the general money of the world. The
Store, every Thursday eveniug.
Eighth street.
size bottle will do. For sale by Heber1 effectuallyas if they had been fired out of
Vleiting brothers cordiallyinvited.
United Slates alone cannot do it, but it
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
Coamliiion Nercbant.
a great cannon against a mountain side.
N. W. Bacon, President.
may be done by the co-operation of tho
Will. H. Rogers, R. ft
T>EACH BRO'8, CommlsBionMerchants, and
Try Johnstcn’s Sarsaparilla the best in Few people who enjoy the cheering blaze nations which have not demonetized
X> dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highof a coal fire during the long winter’s
the
tf
est market price paid for wheat. Office at Geaon’s
. V 0. Of 0. F.
silver.
old atand, Eighth street,Holland, Mich. 17-ly
evening remember at what risk the fuel
Holland City Lodge, No. IW.IndepnndentOrdcr
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
is supplied. Yet from time to time we
Captain Boyton's swim a few weeks
Diatlit.
Fellow’s Hall, HollandMich., on Tueaday Evening
file undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having are shocked by the detailsof disasters in ago across the Straitsof Gibraltar was
of each week
p EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
flee on Eighth street,opposite Van Raalte s
coal mines such as this latest and most very perilous. A great shark swam
A. Wbltom, N. G.
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
Shoe store.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
around him and grew more and more
coucbeur to the public at large, and terribleoccurrence in England.
17URGU8ON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
whereas he pays particular attention to
aggressive
until it was frightened away by
.T all operationsappertainingto Dentistryin
F. A A. X.
When
Senator Christiancy visited Gov
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
the best style of the art. Office,over £. Herald s
the
explosion
of a dynamite cartridge.
A Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodge*
Shoe store.
No. 1B1, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall* concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the ernor Wade Hampton of South Carolina Night came on and with it high wind and
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
some time ago the Governor remarked waves during which the captain was lost
Dragi aad Medicine*.
10, at 7# o’clock, sharp.
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
David Buracu, W. M.
that during the war his soldiers captured
TVOESBURG. J- O., Dealer in Drags and Mcdi- O. B REYMAN. Sec'u.
until 4 p. m.
sight of several times by the boat’s crew
XJ clues, Padnts and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phya field-glassbelonging to General Custer,
L. E. BEST, M. D.
who accompanied him, and who were so
sician'sprescriptions carelnlly put up: Eighth at.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
which he (Governor Hampton) had used
frightened that they insisted that he should
"if B ENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, MedNotice?.
during the last two years of the conflict.
JX icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Pergive up the voyage and get into the boat.
If
Ton
Intend
to
Paint,
He asked Senator Christiancy if he At last the captain made land and frightfumeries. River street.
Call at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh, thought that Mrs. Custer would like to
TTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drags, MediDb. F. 8. Ledeboer has made arrangeened terribly a party of Moon, who ran
and examine the
V clnes, Paints. Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. ments
have this glass, and an affirmative answer
to
keep
his
office
at
the
Drug
Store
away as fast aa they could, thinking that
W. Van Dbn Bibo's Family Medicines;Eighth St.
Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors, being returned the glass was sent to Mrs.
ot J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found
some dreadful sea monster had landed on
TTTALSH HEBBR, Draggist A Pharmacist; a
These paints are mixed ready for the Custer in Michigan, who has received it their shores.
fall stock of goods appertaining to the bus- from 10 to 11 a. m. and 8 to 4 p. m., or at
and has written to Governor Hampton
_ _
his residence on Eighth street, near C. & brush, sold by the gallon, and can be apHenri Rochefort is forty-seven, while
that she will prize it all the more highly
plied
by
any
person.
Sample
cards
free.
ronlturs.
M. L 8. R.H. crossing,where he will
White
Lead,
Oils, Varnish, Brushes, &c., because it has been used by two brave his future bride, Mile. Klebinger, who is
wEYER,H. A CO., Dealers In all kind* of Fur- hold himself in readiness to answer any
of German extraction, is twenty-one.
very
5-13w
D. P.

Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

free.

V

Hotel.

_

market.
NOTICE.
__

U

•

W

iness.

_ _
_

S'

•

T0I,'

Uoa"''

»>'

“»»

cheap.

d»y

01
-

k.

nOLL.yKD crpi. MICHIGAN;

WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
,

;

Colgate &

Co.'s soap factory, in Jer-

aey'City, has been destroyed by fire, throwing

800 men ont of employment.Loss, $150,000.

The

finding of the dead bodies of

three members, of the Geistlichfamily, the

mother and two children, in a Philadelphia
tenement, under circumstances which show
that the mother killed the children and then
herself, in dread of death by starvation,has
'

created a profound sensation in that city.

was nominated : Governor, Henry 8. Smith ; Award bill wm passed u it came from tbe Senate.
THE SOCIALISTS OF EUROPE.
Lieutenant Governor, Lysander Woodward; .... The bill amending the revenue laws was taken
up,
and
an
amendment
adopted
reducing
the tax on
Secretary of State, George H. Bruoe ; Auditor
The Ramifications of the Recent Conspiracy
tobacco to 16 cents per pound.
General Levi Sparks ; Treasurer, Herman E.
Thursday, June 6. — Senate.— Mr. Yoorheos -Choosing Victims by Lot— The Crown
Goemhel ; Attorney General, Frank Dumon;
Prince’s Narrow Escape— Intense Feeling
Commissiotier of the Land Office, John A addressedthe Senate In favor of the early conIn Germany.
Elder ; Superintendent of Public Instruction, sideration of tbe bill to repeal the Specie ReDavid Pardons ; Member of the State Board of sumption act.... The Army Appropriation bill
The Berlin correspondent of the New
Education Arvine A. Sapp. The platfond de- occupiedthe attention of the Senate during the
York
Times say* “ the subject of the
mands the unconditionalrepeal of the Resump- gfeater portion of the day. The Hooae clause
congress has become a matter of indiftion act. the issne of all paper money by the Axing the strength of the army at 20,000 men
General Government, that no more Interest- was stricken out. and 26,000 substituted. The sec- ference, and even the Grosser Kurfurst
bearing bonds be issued, the repeal of the Na- tion In regard to the reorganization of the army calamity is hardly spoken of in presence
was also stricken ont, and an amendmentadopted
tional Banking law, and that all Government referring the question of reorganization to o com- of the attempted assassinationof the
lauds be reserved for actual settlers only ____ mission of Senators,Representatives
and army Emperor. The country literally tremTbe Maine National Greenback Convention offloers,. . ,
bles with the shock, ana the disgrace is
met at Lewiston, ou June 5, 887 delegates beRom*.— Mr. Tipton introduceda bill author.deeply felt everywhere. That the Soing in attendance. James W. Smith was nomizing Ohio, Illinois and Indiana to prosecute suits
inated for Governor. The rosolutiousindorse
cialist routings should lead astray a
against ths United States In the Supreme Court... .
the Toledo platform,and denounce “the red
Hoedel is intelligible enough, but that
Tbe Senate amendments to tbe bill for printing tho
flag of Communism imported from Europe."
agriculturalreport of 1877 were concurredIn, and a doctor of philosophy, an intelUgeut,
The Tammany Hall Democracy of the hill pwsedu.tConfereqeecommittees were ap- highly-cultivatedindividual,and scion
pointod ou the Legislatjvy|n<] PostofflceAppropriNew York have issued an address approving ation
bills. .The bills amending the Internal Revthe Presidentialinvestigation,but opposing enue laws and the General Deficiency,bid wer< dis.

any attack on the Presidentialtitle as dangerous to the peace of the country, v

.

cussed.

flipping and flashing to the surface,
where they are promptly pounced upon
by the sailing fish hawks and sea-gulls
that wait for them out of water. In tho
sea and on the land the world seems to
be a scene of shark and tiger, in one or
another form of destructive rapacity.
Haitfurd Times.

—

THE PRECIOUS METALS.
The Whole Amount Taken from the ikrth
Since the Creation.

Apropos of this golden epoch and age
of silver bonanzas, Me learn from tho
most reliable sources of in formation
that from the earliest times to the commencement of the Christian era the*
amoimt; of precious metals obtained
from the surface and1 mines of the earth,
is estimated to be $4,000,000,000;
from
the latter epoch to the discovery of
America another sum of $4,000,000,000
was obtaiued; from the date of the latter
event to that of 1800, an addition of
$9,000,000,000was made; the extensive
working of Russian gold mines in 184$
added to the close of 1842 $1,000,000,000
more; the double discovery of the California gold mines in 1848, and those of
Australiain 1861, added to the close of
last year, $5,000,000,000, making a
grand total at the present time of
$23,000,000,000. The average lops by
abrasion of coins is estimated to be a
tenth of 1 per cent per annum; and the
average loss by consumption in the arte
and destructionby fire and shipwreck at
from 82,000,000 to $8,000,000 per annum. The amount of the precious metals now in existenceis estimated to be
$13,000,000,000,
of which gold furnishes.
$7,000,000,000, and silver the remainder.
Of the amount now in existence, $8,000,000,000 is estimated to be in coin and
bullion,$3,000,000,000in watches, and
tho remainder in plate, jewelry and or-

Friday, Juno 7.— Senate.—The Senate was his individual madness upon the comStewart Women’s Hotel, in New
engaged
nearly all day on tho Army Appropriation
Gov. Hendricks has been interviewed.
mon sense of the sane millions was unbill,the subject of the transfer of tho Indian BuYork, has been thrown open to the public unexpected. The people were not preHe
would have the investigatwu go on, but
der the name of the Park Hotel.
reau to tho War Departmentbeing the bone of conwithout disturbingPresident Hayes’ title.
tention.It finally referred the matter to a com- pared for this extreme result of the theDennis Donnelly, another of the
Returns of the recent election in mission of three Senatorsaud four Representa- ories rife in their midst If a sober,
tives, to sit during tho recess and report iu January
convicted Molly Maguires, was hanged at
intelligent man of some position in soOregou show that the Republicanshave next.
Pottsville, Pa., oh the 11th ihst., for the murciety and aspiring to scholastic honors
elected tho Governor, while tho Democrats seHouse.— The Committee on Apnronriationsreder of Thomas Ranger, a inihe boss, in 1875.
cure tho member of Congressaud a majority ported tho Sundry Civil Appropriationbill to the could be betrayed into lifting his hand
....Joseph Foulkes’ Sonfi, shipping and com- of the Legislature, which elects a United States
Uopse, and the entire day waa devoted to its con- against this kind-heartedplfl man,
mission merchants, on Beaver street,Now
Senator to succeed Mr. Mitchell
the venerable soVereigu
bis
sideration.
York, have failed. Liabilities, $470,000 ; aspeople
living
impersonation
GENERAL.
sets, $184,000.The firm has been in existSaturday, June 8.— Senate.— The Commitence eighty years.
,,,
tee on Pensions made a report in favor of increas- of their long-designed unity, there
A i horrible story of Buffering and
ing tho allowance of Gen. Shields to $100 a month. must be an infection in -these docTHE WEST. .
death at sea is telegraphed from San Francis.The Texas PacificRailroadbill was postponed trines which no one would have attribThe people of Chicago are agitating co. The Britirh bark Atlielstane, which lately till tho first Wednesday of the next session.... Tho uted to them a few days ago. ”
i the question of an international
exhibition at arrivedat that port from New Castle, boarded bid appropriating : $5,600,000for tho payThe London correspondentof the
a Japanese junk found1 drifting in 40 north, ment of tho fisheries award was passed!
some time in tbe near future.
....Mr. Spencer introdneed
resolu- Chicago Times says a letter has been
144 west Those living were throe sailors,
tion providingfor the appointment of a commit• A Can adun missionary priest figures
aud one passenger found alive but helpless. tee to investigate tho chargesof iraud, intimida- found in the possession of Nobling, tlie
up a confederacy of some 28,000 warriors— All the others, eighteen in number, died of tion, etc., in connection with tho last Presidential assassin,“ showing connection between
scurvy, exposure and starvation. The junk electionin tho States of Louisiana, Florida. South the German Social Democrats and the
j Canadian Indians— whom he thinks Sitting Bull
left the island of Jesso on a coasting voyage Carolina, Alabama and Mississippi.Mr. Bayard
Socialistsof England. It confirms a
•an control for a raid over the border into Unit- Oct. 25, was blown seaward by a gale Nov. 17. objecting to its consideration, Mr. Speuoer gave
11 «d States Territory,ostensiblyfor foraging and was dismasted,Birice which she had been notice that he would call the resolution up every previous cablegram as to the plotters in
day until a vote uoon it should bo reached.... London. It is now believed that the
purposes.Tbe Indiana will demand provisions drifting about the ocean.
By a vote of yeas 66. nays 2, tho hill \»as passed
of the Canadian Government,and, if denied,
A serious labor strike was inaugu- modifyingthe contract with James B. Eads for the Crown-Prince had a narrow escape in
will leave the Dotainioh when the choke-cherconstruction of the jelties at the South pass of the the British metropolis.Ou May 27 a
ries along their route will be ripeenongh to eat rated in Quebec, Canada, last week, and nearly Mlssiaslppl river, he bill provides that the pay—say from June 20 to July 15 ____ The widow of all the factoriesaud work-shops in the city wore ments to "Eads shall be advanced upon certain con- telegram to the continental papers renaments* Of the amount now in existditions,in monthjy installments, not exceeding in ported that the Prince had been killed
the late Gov. Tom Corwin, of Ohio, died at
closed in consequence.
the
aggregate
$WO.0<K»,
and
also
provides
for
a
comLebanon the other day, in her 83d year. ••
in London. The circumstances are now ence, $7,000,000,000 is estimated tomission of five army engineers to examinetho work.
FOREIGN
NEWS.
recalled by recent events. On that day have- been obtained from- America,
i THE
;i
House. — Mr, Oobb, from tho Committee cn
$3,000,000,000 from Asia (including
Emperor William of Germany has Elections,reported a resolution in the contested- a deputation of loyal German^ presented Australia and New Zealand), $2,000,The Andrew Johnson monument was
an address ta tho Prince in congratulaelectioncase of Tillmanvs. Smalls, from the Fifth
issued a decree proclaiminga regency, and nam
OOO.Ota; from Europe and the reunveiledat Greenville, Term., on the 5th inet
tion of his father’s escape from the first
Congressional
District
of
South
Carolina,
setting
ing his son FrederickWilk&m as Regent of the
mainder from Africa. Prior to the
1 in the presence of a large oonconrse of people.
forth that there was not a fair, free and peaceful attack. The police discovered the inempirq.
.Thirty-seven persons have been ar- electioniu the district, aud declaringthe scat va!’ As Dr. William B. Archer, of Point
tention of a large body of German So- commencement of the Christianera, therested in Berlin for speaking disrespectfully of cant. Mr. Wait submitted a minority resolution
annual product of the precious metals,
Coupee parish, La., was riding on horseback a the Emperor in the streets.One was sentenced declaring Smalls, the sitting member, entitled to cialists to interrupt the proceedings.
was about $2,000,000; from the comtheseat.
The
rei»orta
were
ordered
printed
____ The
When
tho
deputation
entere^,
the
malto
two
and
a
half
years’
imprisonment
for
befew nights ago, he was fired upon and woundmencement of the Christian era to thewailing Dr. Nobeling’s failure. A. Posen, a Deficiency appropriation bill was passed.
contents
in
a
body
rushed
for
the
emed by five negro m«n, who were concealedin a
printer, bas been sentenced to four years' imMonday, June 10.— Senate.—Mr. Spencer bassy. Thirty got in, but were thrust discovery of America it was $3,000,000;
, clump of trees. The wonld-be aasasHns were
prisonment for using offensive observations tried tp call unhia investigation resolutkn, butit
out by the police. It is now beHeved in 350 years it attained to $25,000,000;
arrested,and an examinationshowed that with regard to the Emperor.
mh decided to .ryferitto the Cpijn^ltteeon Priv- that an attack on the Prince was thus during the decade immediately succeedthey had formed a conspiracy agiinst the
A Bucharest dispatch says tho ezecu- ileges and Elections....The bills^ to strengthen the
fives of Dr. Archer and three, other citifrustrated, 1 utthe Socialist (nnspirators ing, 1842 to 1852, it was $100,000,000,
zens. Iko examination was conduct- tiouof the Topola ripters was a cold-blooded foundationof the Wanhinutonmonument, and abroad felt secure enough of the event and since the double discovery of tho
ed by
Jury of twelve citizens, murder intended to terrorize the Servian peo- designating tne time for holding electionsfor Congrewmen in West Virginia and Colorado were to report it as an occurrence.Detect- California and Australianmines, 1853 to
and it was decided
turn tbe
pawed .*.Tbe River and Harbor Appropriation bill ives guarded the Crown Prince all tho 1872, it has averaged $256,000,000. The
prisoners over to the law. Accordinglya party ple, and it succeededin producing that effect.
was discussed.
marched off with them in the direction of the The rioters were not revolutionists.They
time in London, which seem to be the annual product of the precious metals
only
made
some
noisy
public
demonstrations
House.— The bill to enforce, under penalty of
court-house, but before they had proceeded
head-center
of the agitators of Socialism attained its acme in 1853, when it was
far they were interceptedby a mob and all five againsttbe Cabinet’s policy in going to war fine and imprisonment,Sec. 1,754, Revised Stat$285,000,000.Tlie increase in the aicount
and Communism.”
without
summoning
the
Skoptschina.
utes, which provides that soldiers and sailors honof the prisonershung to the limb of a tree.
The Berlin correspondent of the New of the precious metals in existence hasGermany is in a ferment of excitement orably diacharged by reason of disabilityresulting
One- half of the town of Searcy,
from wounds or sickness received In the line of York Tribune says: “It is difficultto been greaterduring the last twenty-five
White county, Ark., has been destroyed by over the Socialistic conspiracy,apd the most duty shall bo prtferredfor appointmentsto civil obtain authentic information concerning years than during the previous 140.
fire. Loss, $60,000. Mrs. Mylender, her lit- stringentmeasures are being adopted ny the offices, providejl they possess tho necessary cw all the ramificationsof the Socialistic With such magnificent results before
padty;
i*iBBe4»..AThfl • following bills
imperialauthorities to mee* the graVe crisis.
tle daughter and a neighbor’s child were horwere introduced: By Mr. Butler, for conspiracy, but the following statements us, is it not singularthat Californiaand
Arrests continue in every part of the empire. the relief. of the industrial classes, for
ribly burned— the little girl fatally. Tho oththe Pacific slope do not cut a more imNobling, the assassin, made a second attemot tho prompt settlementof [public lands, may oe taken as being approximately
ers may recover. . Coal oil
posing figure in the world of commerce?
at suicide tbe other day. His younger broth- and for tbe better protection of the frontier from correct: The present conditionof EuIndian depredations ; by Mr. Morse, authorizing rope has given hope to the revolutionary —San Francisco Era.
er,* an officerin the army, has been arrested as
WASHINGTON.
__
the appointment by the Presidentof three Coman accomplice.
missioners to confer with Commissioners on tbe leaders, who for a long time have been
Maj. William J. McDonald, Chief
*
Speed.
A special telegram from London to partpf Great Britain, and to ascertain on what waiting for a favorablemoment to utrike
Clerk of the Senate for the past twelve years,
basis a treaty of reciprocitycan be negotiated with
the New York Herald says : “ Private letters
A farmer was boasting to Sam about
a decisive blow. Intense discontent has
the British provincesin America; by Mr. Cox, of
died last week.
receivedfrotn Berlin speak of tho public feel- New York, to redneo the duties on imports 15 per pervaded Germany, but there was dan- the speed of his horse, which, he said,
Subscriptions to the 4-per-cent. Gov- ing in Germany as being profoundly disturbed oent....TheSundry Civti Appropriationbill occu- ger of the outbreak of a general Euro- would trot a mile inside of three minpied the attention of tho House nearly the entire
ernment loan are coming in very rapidly.
No one ventures to speak openly in extenuation day.
pean war. In the glamor of military utes, and follow it for three miles, “A
of
NobilingV
crime,
but,
iu
private,
men
say
and dynastic triumphs the wrongs of mile inside of three minutes ain’t much
The President has appointed Gen.
Tuesday,
June
11.— Senate.— A number of
the country is ripe for a Republic.”....
the
people are lost sight of. Even the to brag about,” said Sam. “ Why, tlie
John C. Fremont Governor of Arizona Terri- A Havana letter says: '“The latest reports bills were passed, among them tho River aud Harsufferers
by the war would be dazzled by other day I was up to S., sixteen miles
tory ____ Notification has been received by Sec- from the eastern departmentshow a further bor Appropriation bill ; the Senate bill to reimburse
off. Just as I started for home a shower
retary Evarts of the acceptanceby France and surrender of ten chiefs; twenty-fonr officers Kansas for expenses Incurred in repelling inva- its victoriesor cowed by the display of
and 190 men at San Luis, and the complete sions and suppressingIndian hostilities;the Sen- tho military strength that would every- came sweeping on. The rain struck ou
Italy of tbe invitation to take part in tho Indissolutionof the so-callednew Government ate bill to provide for tho sale of portions of Fort where be made. It was accordiuglj; the back part of the wagon, and the moternationalMonetarv Conference proposed by
instituted by Maceo in that department. Tho Leavenworthmilitary reservation in Kansas
ment it struck I hit old Kate a cut with
the United
'
war in tho island 6f Cuba is over, and the the Senate bill to provide additional regulation for deemed necessary in the secret councils
and pre-emptionentries on public lauds of the revolutionary leader^ to strike a the whip; away she trotted, scarcelyThe PresidentialInvestigating Com- people are preparing to celebrate the event homestead
—It provides for the publicationof notiocaof intentouching her fore feet to the ground.
with great festivities.”
tion to entei; agricultural lands under the law blow that would alarm the crowned
mittee having asked Senator Stanley Matthews
named.
She kept nip-and- tuck with the shower.
heads
and
cause
them
to
retreat
from
Another coal-mine horror is reported
to appear before it and explain his correspondHouse.— Tho House devoted nearly the entire their purposes. It is believed that, The wagon was filled with water, but
ence with the witnessAnderson, Mr. Matthews from England. By an explosionin a colliery
day, in committee of the whole, to tho considera- at a consultation of the revolution- not a drop fell on me.”
has addressed a letter to the committee de- at Haydock 250 miners perished,the bodies of
tion of. the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill.
ary leaders, there was a discussion as
clining to accept the invitation. He says : •* I
have Just submitted the whole matter to the
to which sovereign should be The Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company ore organizing 140 poSenate, which, by the adoption of this resolu______ as per- Another Remarkable Russian Verdict. chosen as the victim. Victoria was
tion, has taken jurisdiction an I entered upon
petratinghorribleatrocitieson Mussulmans.
ruled out because she was a woman, licemen to guard the track. They are
A verdict as remarkable as the acquitthe investigation requested. That body alone,
all to be armed, and will each have one
Gen. Todleben has ordered vigorous measures
so far as my conduct is concerned,is competent
tal
of Vera Saesulitch has been ren- and because it was said by the English mile of track under their supervision.
of repressionagainstthe outlaws. Three Bulmember of the cabal that, if the revoto render an effective judgmentupon the quesgarians taken red-handed were Biunmarilyexe- dered by a Russian jury in Odessa.
tion. So far, therefore,as your resolution incuted at Dedeagntch. All traveling in Bosnia Three Evangelists began in 1870 to hold lution were successfullystarted on the
vites me to submit to your committeeexplanaTHE MAKKEL’S.
continent, England would feel it as well
is stopped. Highways are infested with robsecret prayer-meetings, and gradually
tions of my correspondence with Anderson, in
bers, principally Turkish deserters.
under
the
Queen
as under a republic.
NEW YORK.
evidence before it, I consider that it would
extended their influence, until at lust
Six divisions of the Austrian army are whole parishes joined the heterodox Humbert was proposed as well, also, as Bkkves ............................
$8 60 @10 60
be improper for me, under the circumstances,
Hoob .............
840 @ 3 80
to comply with it”
to be immediately placed on a war footing. It faith. For persisting in weaning the Alphonse, but it was agreed that they
Cotton ........... ................11»£
were
insignificant
victims.
Nothing
was
Flour— Superfine .................3 80 @ 3 8o
Col. Don Manuel Freyse, the Peru- is explained in Vienna dispatches that this peasants from the orthodox faith in
to be done in France. Bhe is republi- Wheat— No 2 Chicago ............ 1 12 @ 1 13
vian Minister to the United States, died last corps is merely intended to bo held in readi- images, saints, candles, and the paraCorn— Western Mixed .............43
46
week, aged 60 years.
ness to execute any decisionsof the congress phernalia of the Russo-Greek Church, can now, and will be Communistic to- Oats— Mixed ......................
29 (4 31
that may affect Austria,but the probability
morrow. Germany was the chosen field Rye— Western .....................
64
65
The Senate special committee, re- seems
they were cast into prison and kept there
quite as strong that the preparationis
10 10 @10 20
of action, and the Emperor was, by ne- Pwbk— Mcib .......................
cently appointed to investigatethe matter of intended as a warning to the congress that for three years. The public prosecutor
Lard ..............................
7
7k'
cessity, to be the victim. It Will not be
CHICAGO.
the alleged Louisiana election frauds, so far Austria will be ready to fight for her interests, then brought them into court in Odessa,
long, it is thought, ere the whole details Bkevkh— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 00 @ 5 50
if they are compromisedin the new treaty.
and demanded that they should be exiled
as Senator Stanley Matthews’ connectionthereChoice Natives........... 4 40 @ 4 80
The
Shah
of Persia has arrived in Paris.
to the mines of Siberia. The prisoners of the conspiracy will be made known.”
Cows and Heifers.........2 25 @ 3 75
with is concerned, has agreed to defer the
A recent telegram from Paris says
Butchers’ Steers ..........3 75 @ 4J)0
duty imposed upon it until next fall.TT.
The Emperor of Germany is rapidly appeared in court with the New TestaMedium to Fair ..........4 in @ 4 30
The Preadent has appointed Ernst Dichman, recovering.The assassin, Dr. Nobeling, is ment ia their hands, and replied to the “A private letter from Germany exHoos— Live ........................3 20 @3 50
of Wisconsin,Ministerto the United States of
plains that, though the Socialists admit Flour— Fancy White Winter .......5 75 @ 6 uo
accnsatiQnsof the Synod. Forty witColombia. Benj. F. Potts has been re-appointed also ont of danger....The dissolutionof the
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 @6 12%
that there in not a kinder-heartedor
Governor of Mont ana.... Befow adjourning German Parliament has been decreed by the nesses— priests, peasants, and officials— more affable njap in Europe than Em- Wheat— No. 2 Spring ......
99
for tne summer, tho Court of Claims pro- Federal Council, and, in the electionsto be IjoW record of the sincerity of the EvanNo. 3 Spring ..............88 @
89
peror
William,
or
one
more
mindConn—
No.
2.
........
......
nounced a decision upon questions in dispute held, the Government expects to secure gelists, In describingthe converts, the
@ 37
Oats—
No.
2
................
24
ful of the sufferings of his subjects, they
between the Government and the Union Pacific a majority in support of the vigorous
Studiete,they declared them to be reRye— No. 2., ......................
... 62 <4 63
railroad. The court ascertained that the corpo- measures resolvedupon for tho suppresregard him as the chief prompter and Barley— No. 2 ....................
49
ration owes the Government $1,867,716.73, sion of Socialism throughoutthe empire.... markable for their sobriety, honesty, supporter of the present military sys- Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 16 (ft
18
@
and
dearness
of
principle,
virtues
in
being^5 per-cent, of its net earnings prior to Mr. MacGahan, tbe well-known correspondent
9%
@
tem
and
think
that if he were ont of the Eoan— Freeh ...... . .......
of the London Daily Hem, died recently in which tbe orthodox moujik is ever wantPork— Mere ........ ......
(4 8 90
Constantinople of spotted "fever. Ho was a ing ; and the only fault which they could way a policy of peace and social develop- Lard ......................
6!*
POLITICAL.
MILWAUKEE.
native of 8t. Louis, Mo.
ment would be forced upon the Governfind with them was that they would not
Wheat—
.............
@ 1 06
ment and the scourge of a great stand, The Republicansof Indiana met in
No. ...................
<4 1 00
go to church, nor in any way recognize
Corn— No. ......... ..........
34
(4
State Conventionat Indianapolison the 5th
PROCEEDINGS IN CONGRESS. the authority of the village priest. In- ing army might be gotten rid off.”
Oits— No. ...... ..............
24
(4
lust and nominated the following ticket : SecRye— No. ..... ................
deed. everybody spoke so highly of the
64
(4
. Fish by the Square Rile.
Barley— No. 2 .................
Wednesday, (June 5.— Senate.— Mr. Mat- Studists and M the good which had atretary ©f State, Isaac 8. Moore; Auditor,A. O.
@ 63
ST. LOUIS.
Some faint idea of the vast and inexMila; BUte Treasurer, George F. Herriotts thews, of Ohio, arose to a question of privilege, tended the preachingof these Russian
Wheat— No. 8 Red Fall ............
... 99 @ 1 00
Attorney General, D. P. Baldwin. A platr and made a personal explanation.He redted the Wesleyans, that it was generallyfelt the haufitible number of fish on our shores Corn— Mixed ......................
35 @
36
Oats—
No.
..................
form was reported and unanimouslyadopted! testimonyof James E. Anderson liefore the pot26
may, perhaps, be obtained by a consid@
51
making followingdeclaration of principles: ter committee,and said that it affected not only Government had committed an error in eration of the fact that yesterday ho Rye ............................
(4
Pore— Mesa ..................
@ 9 10
abandonment or depredation of the green- bis own reputation, bat that of the Senate. He bringing the natter before a jury. Alknew of~ * no franda practiced in Leuiaiana, though legally the offenders were liable fewer than 6,000 barrels of porgies were Lard ........................
'^currency; a sound and sUble currency and
no wrongs, except the,/ one committed
...8 26 @ 3 85
caught off Newport. If the sea, through Hoob.,..^...j...» .......
of gold, silver and paper of the same value
Cattle ............................
a 60 @ 5 10
by Anderson, which Anderson acknowledged to exile for spreading heterodox views,
national egislauonauthorizingthe receipt of to him and profeased repentance. Anderson, the jury, after five minutes’ deliberation, the Vineyard and Long Island sounds,
CINCINNATI.
greenbacks at psr for the payment ojf customs, in confessing a wrong act done, placed In hia (MatWHEAT-Hed ....................... 98 @ 1 03
found them all three not guilty, and the is anywhere near as rich in porgies, Corn ............................... 41
42
and ta the purchase of Government bonds; thew*') haiias certain papers as an evidence of his
mossbunkers,
and
other
varieties
of
the
Cat*.. ..... u .........
26
29
oppositionJo further financialagiutlon, repentance, which he (Matthews) held, In ‘order to verdict was hailed with exclamations of
most abundant kinds of fish, what an Rye ............................... 65
58
•UbiUty in our financialsystem being prevent a public scandal. He aald he bad interested joy. (
...i
...... ...... 0 35 @9 50
himself in Anderson’s appointment, because he
unimaginably teeming world of life there Pom— Mew ........
prosperity; equal (Andfraon) bad devoted ms time to advancingtbe
-^7*
IwAlburgh, Vt., a horse got fright- 'must be beneath the waves !- And it is, I*bd ..............................
.the^ Uw, and equal position Republicancause in Louisiana, and had incurred
tmder the Uw. without regard to race, creed, the hostility of the Democratic party. In conclu- ened the other day in the field, ran to even more than tyo striving, pushing Wheat-No. IWhite.. .............1 16 @ 1 18
condition or occupation: no exclusive privi- sion Mr. Matthews moved the appointment of a the^oufije wit^'.a plpw dragging: at its
Red..
............. 1 64 @ 1 05
world of- human life, a scene of rapacity Corn .....No.
. .........
..............i 39
40
special committee of seven, tq takfe' 'testimony tonching the election held in Louisiana in heels, dashed into the “kitchen, through and destruction — the stronger preying Oatb-No. ....................
24
25
DETROIT.
tempt to oust the President from office as 1876. The motion waa agreed to...i Mr. Thurman, the Hall and ottt of the front door, scat- upon tfie weaker and “the survival of
Flour— Choice White ..... ........ 5 25 @ 6 50
revdationafy resistance to law, and pledgesthe from the Judiciary Committee, ^reported a bill creat- tering and breaking things, and cre*t- the fittest” Enormous as this single
ing a sinking fund for the Kansas PacificRailroad
Wheat-No. 1 W'hite .......... ..... 1/12 @ 1 10
Jtepoblkaw of Infiijna te ^pport and* main- Company, .The Pott Route bill was then taken up, ^ng
general, -sensation,. , ,,
No. 1 Amber ....... ...... 107 @1118
day’s catch of poigies seems, it is surtain President Hayes and the lawfullyconsti- aud therq waa a long debate on the amendments
Corn-No. ........
H
89
passed
by
some
of
ths
big
hauls
of
tuted authorities of the Government in resist- restoring the franking privilege and grantinga
........
........... ,,28
27
jgjhttaS A witness, on being cross- questioned bony-fish or mossbunkersT-the“ white- OATS-Mixed.
Barley (per cental),,. ....... ....A/OO @130
ing tho revolutionat this the first opportunity Aubuldy for Brazilian m»U »ervlc«. Botham«ndlately,
swore
that
he
was
in
the
habit
of,
...... ........ 9 25 @9 60
mente were finally adoptedand the bill parsed.
presented.
fish- of the evil-smelling fish-oil mills Pork— Mesa .....
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Hou«k.— The Wood Tariff bfil came up in the associating with every grade of society, on the shore. These creatures actually
Cattle—
Beat,^
......
............ 8 00 @ 5 20
The National Greenback party of
House, and a motion to strike out the enacting from lawyers up. The lawyer who “ had
Fair.:....................4 60 @ 6 00
swarm in millions and are caught and
Michigan held their SUte Convention at Grand
Common .................4 0(1 @ 4 40
dense waa canted by a vote of 134 yeas to 120 nays. him in hand ” gasped ont, “ That’s all,”
hauled in by the cargo. Schools of vo- HOOB..............................£«0 0 3 85
Bapids on the 6th inst The followingticket This Yirtualiykills the measure. ...The Mexican and sat down.
...................../ 8 60 @ 4 40>
racious bluefleh pursue and drive them SHEEP.
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A CHINESE TORNADO.

an opportunity to spring upon him,
THRILLING SCENE.
from which he was only restrained by
ThoaiMnds of Llres Destroyedby » Terrlflo Lis prisoner keeping his eyes steadily
Reaoncd from » Terrible Death.
Cyclone at Canton— Appalling Incidents fixed upon the animal, and the Colonel
[From the Sen Frmcloco News Letter.]
f the Destruction.
If there is one genuine and noble atwas detained in this most unenviable
Correspondenceof the Hong Kong condition ior more than half an hour. tribute still inhabiting poor, fallen huDaily Press gives the followingparticu- The dog must nave been very cunning. man nature, it is the God-like instinct of
assisting one’s fellow-men in momenta of
lars of the terrible tornado which visited
hidden distress and unlooked-for physi•Canton and its suburbs: Passing Dyer
cal danger. Upon occasionswhen liuHie Shameen settlement the Storm
crossed the canal to Ihe city, carrying accounts of lions, which have in a sim- man life hangs in the balance, nothing
awajr in its course the balnstrading of ilar way been kept from making the is more touching and creditably,than the
thefEast bridge. A native police sta- final spring by a resolute and deter- manner in which personal comfort and
tion was also completely destroyed. mined gaze, carried on to even utter safety is at once forgotten, and friends
The storm leveled all the houses in its prostration of mind and body. There and foes join with equal artlor in such
course, making a clean sweep of every-, is one remarkable anecdote of this na- vital emergencies.The truth was illusthing ior a width of abont 600 feet The ture, where a man was obliged to pro- trated with peculiar force yesterdavafter
mortality has been variouslyestimated tract this mode of self-defensefor such noon, as many of our readers are already
at from 5,000 to 10,000, and probably a length of time that he was disabled by aware. A couple of children, playing
the latter number is nearer the mark. the blistering of his feet on a scorching at the corner of Pine and Kearney
streets,heard proceeding from the sewer
Niue thousand houses (speaking in rock, where he was first assailed.
round numbers) are known to have been
opening a faint and evidentlymuch-exA French Betting Story,
hausted voice calling for help. Some
destroyed, and although many of the inmates had notice of the impending disAn officer named Yerdier was cele- one, apparently a child, had evidently
fallen down the trap and was in immiaster by hearing the noise caused by
brated in his garrison for winning all his
nent danger of suffocation. The news
other houses falling, and made their esbets. None of his comrades could boast
was soon communicated to the passerscape, there were other cases in which
of ever having been successful,and so
by, and in a few moments tools were
great numbers of people were killed by
at last no one cared to bet with him.
brought and the pavement was being
the fall olf a single house. For instance,
One day Yerdier was transferredto anthere was an eating-house in which other regiment, but the fame of his pe- rapidly torn up. In a short time a dense
and excited crowd had congregated, and
fifty-two assistantswere engaged. In
culiar luck had already spread before
the
sand and stones flew in a
this house there were at the time
him. After a supper tendered him by
one held
over 100 people taking refresh- his comrades on the evening of his arri- perfect shower.
pack. Kid-gloveddandies took their
ment, and none, either assistantsor
val, when champagne had made its applaces beside sturdy draymen. As fast
guests, are known to have escaped. In
pearance, Gen. B— called out
as one man came up exhausted, another
another case twenty-four persons were
Is it really true, Yerdier, that you
promptly stepped into his place. Gen.
killed by the destruction of a family
win every bet ?”
McOomb’s well-known form could be
house. There was also great destruc“Yes, General.”
seen in the midst of the workers, while
tion of boats and life on the water. Al“ But how the deuce do you do it ?”
Auditor Maynard desperately tore up
lowing, therefore,for there being no
Oh, very simply. I am a physiognoone in many of the houses at the time

in his charge, warned the jurors not to

permit themselves to be influenced by
her. They acquittedMitchell, however,
and

meager reports wuether the verdict was
The contract for building the Tuscola
caused by the evidence or by the girl. county jail has been let Ior $8,800.
The pair were married immediately in
A STEAM FERRY has been established
the court- room.

An

between Saginaw City and East Sagil; •

naw.

Irish Eviction Described.

In my

checkered life I have been a
private soldier, and, between 1840 and
1850, I was in the county Cork, stationed at Ballancholy.Those of you
who are Irishmen will want no desoriptiop of that beautiful valley of the Lee
which winds between the hills from
Cork, and, iu summer, seems a very
paradise, green grass growing on the
water’s side, and burnished with gold in
the morning, and ruddy to very crimson
in the evening sunset. I went there on
a November day. I was one of a troop
to protect the law officers, who had
como with the agent to make an eviction
a few miles from luniscarra,whpre the
river Bride joins the Lee. It, was a
miserable day— rain freezing into sleet
as it fell, and the men beat down
wretched dwelling after wretched dwelling-some thirty or forty perhaps. They
did not take much beating down ; there
was no floor to be taken up ; the walls
were more mud than aught else, and
there was but little trouble in the leveling of them to the ground. We had got
our work about three parts done when
one of them, a woman, ran and threw
herself on the ground, wet as it was,
before the Captain of the troop, and
asked that her honae might bo spared—
not for long, but for a little while. She
sewer could be heard gasping, “ Help
said her husband had been born in it,
and that ho was ill of the fever and
came by, shouting some encouraging
could not live long, and she asked that
words down the hideous opening, and,
he might be permitted to die in it in
flingingaside his coat, seized a justpeace. Our Captain had no power ; the
relinquished pick. By his side, with
law agent wanted to get back to Dublin;
clenched teeth and dripping brow, his
his time was of importance and he would
enemy of the day before, Frank Pixley,
not wait ; and that man was carried out
worked a heavy crowbar. At this juncwhile we were there, in front of us,
ture the scene was rendered more inwhile the sleet was coming down— cartense by the appearance of a poor womried out on a wretched thing— you could
an from a neighboringalley. She had
not call it a bed— and he died there,
just missed her little boy, and, with the
while we were there : and three nights
unerring intuition of maternity,guessed
afterward, while I was sentry on the
it was her Johnny who was slowly
front gate at Ballancholy barracks, we
smothering down in that frightfulhole.
heard a cry, and when the guard was
With terrified shrieks she alternately turned out we found this poor woman
wrung her hands and covered her face
there, a raving maniac, witli one dead
with her apron. The sight of the
babe in one arm. and another in the
poor crushed creature brought tears other, clinging to the cold nipple of her
into the eyes
many
stallifeless breast. And if you had been
wart man present ‘ Would they be too
brothers to such a woman, sons of such
late?” was the whisper that passed from
a woman, father of such a woman, would
one pale bystander to another. Jasper
not rebellion have seemed the holiest
McDonald fell out of the ranks of the
gospel you could have preached ? Two
diggers and lay upon the sidewalk, uthundred and fifty thousand evictions
terly worn out, and Barton Hill, the
took place in the twenty years preceding
actor, stepped into his place. Mayor
1866. Two hundred and fifty thousand
Bryant threw his officialdignity to the
Uau you multiply the misery of that
winds, and, though equipped with noth250,000? Brother separated from sising but a piece of tin can, did good
ter, husband separated from wife, the
service. The brokers, coming up from
Union Workhouse taking one, and the
the jusbclosed board, pitched in with a
other going out to find life if he can.—
will. Sandy Austin came near being
Charles Bradlaugh.
submerged by the caving earth as the
pit deepened, and Turnbull in a few
Death from Hydrophobia.
minutes looked as though he had been
The
death of Miss Maria Baldwin, of
resurrected by the last trump. Even
some of the workingmen’s party lent a West Granville, who was bitten in the
hand. In just twenty-two minutes from face by a mad dog in April and last
the first alarm the sewer level was week gave signs of hydrophobia, is pecureached. The last spadeful of earth was liarly interesting as another and strong
thrown aside by Mr. Scott, of Wells & evidence that the disease is not altoFargo, whin, amid the deafening cheers gether one of the imagination. She had
of the immense crowd, the little prisoner always firmly held that no ono need go
emerged, dripping and almost dead, mad from a dog bite, and since she was
from his criticalposition. It was a par- bitten showed no nervonsness concerning it, going about her duties as usual.
rot, and had lefft, its perch in front of a
neighboringbird store, and had fallen The dog had also bitten two other dogs
and two sheep. One dog was killed at
down the trap, and— but that’s all.
once, bat the other and the sheep have
since gone mad and been killed. MoreThe Franking Privilege lu the Senate.
over, one of the sheep bit a hen, and the
In the United States Senate, recently, bird also went rood, showing its condithe Post-Route bill being under consid- tion by running about wildly and peckeration, Mr. Christiancysubmitted an ing at its fellows until it was killed.
amendment restoring the franking priv- But Miss Baldwin was not told of this,
ilege to the President and Vice Presi- and thought lightly of her own case until
dent of the United States, Senators, last week Monday, When she suddenly
Representatives and Delegates in Con- found herself unable to swallow water.
gress, the Secretary of the Senate and Later she was thrown into spasms and
Clerk of the House of Representatives foamed at the month, when she gave up
for all public business,and it was re- hope, but would allow none- of her
jected-yeas, 29 ; nays, 29.
friends to come near her, lest the saliva
After some further discussion,Mr. should inoculate them also With her
Paddock renewed the amendment re- disease. The spasms became more frestoring the franking privilege to all quent and severe through the week, the
those named in the amendment of Mr. doctors being able to do nothing but adChristiancy,so as to allow them to send ministeropiates, and Miss Baldwin finaland receive through the mails written ly died on Saturday. She was 80 years
and printed communications not ex- old, a woman of great kindness of heart
ceeding two ounces in weight
and much beloved by all her friends,
Mr. Dawes submittedan amendment and was a relative of Mrs. John Kent, of
to strike out the words “ and receive,” his city.— Springfield {Mass.) RepubSo that they should send only commu- lican.
nications through "’•jthe mails, etc.
millionaire Livingston In Florence,
Agreed to.

™JS*sS
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•of their fall, and, on the other hand, al-

lowing for there being great numbers in
;Some of those that fell, it is probably
below the average to estimate the loss
now in my face ?”
•of life at one to each house that fell,
“ I can see,” said Yerdier, promptly,
and 1,000 lives on the water. In most
“ that the old wound in your side has
•of the houses blown down, fire was
broken out again.”
probably being used, either for cooking
“ Nonsense !” thundered out the Genor other purposes, and kerosene is now eral.
so universallyburned and stored in Chi“But-”
nese houses that it would have been no
“ No ‘ but,’ after I assure you, sir.”
cause for surprise had the conflagrations
“ Perhaps you do not like to speak of
been much more extensive than they it— perhaps a duel—”
were. As to the clearingaway of the
Diable! you won’t believe me?
dead bodies, the Chinese authorities What will you bet?”
seem to have acted with most commend“ Anything you please, General.”
able promptitude. Almost immediately
“Five hundred francs.”
after the catastrophe,orders for 4,000
“The gentlemen present are the witcoffins were issued by the Oi Yuk Tung
nesses.”
Hospital,and, up to the time the steamWith these words the General proer left yesterday afternoon,3,000 bodies
ceeded without more ado to divest himhad been recovered from the ruins self of his coat and shirt, when a close
and buried without delay. The work
scrutinyby all present revealed the fact
of clearing away the debris was proceedthat there was no trace of a wound by
ing rapidly, but the stench in some places
a sword or ball.
was unmistakableevidence that there
“ You have lost your bet, Yerdier !”
were dead bodies still to be extricated.
shouted the General, resuming his garThe violence of the wind for the few ments.
minutes it lasted was as great as that of
“ I have, indeed, lost this once. Men
ihe severest typhoon. Granite blocks
may err sometimes. Here are the 500
were lifted from their places and hurled
francs.”
a considerabledistance; thick trees
With a chuckle the General put the
•snapped in twain like twigs; roofs were
money in his pocket. After he had
lifted bodily, and boats carried far on to
reached home, he at once wrote to his
ihe shore. In one case a small boat was
old chum, the General in command of
actuallyblown on to the roof of a house
Yerdier’sregiment
£
in the Tenth Ward. A row of hoases—
Dear friend, the story of Verdier’fi
all brothels but one, forming one side of
luck is all humbug. He has just made
a short lane in the city— were the scene
a bet of 500 francs that I had a wound
of one notable catastrophe. - The other in my side, and of course he lost it”
side of the lane is formed by the side
The answer came back :
wall of the Nam Cheong temple, which
“ Your ilaivete is truly charming 1
is some thirty feet high. This wall gave
Your winning the 500 francs cost me
way to the force of the tornado and fell
2,000, which Yerdjet bet me, on the day
crushing in upon the opposite houses, the
of his leayihg, that he would make you,
inmates of which, about 100 in number,
on the first evening of meeting, take off
were all killed, most of them being
vour shirt in the presence of your felcrushed to death and the remainlow-officers, and that you, yourself,
der suffocated. There^were no means
would inform me of the fact.”

ausrra

:

of exit at the back, and no one
attempted to dig the bodies out

of the ruins. The narrow creek is still
partially choked up with debris, consisting of broken boats and other wreckage,
in which are numbers of dead bodies.
In too many instances whole families
have been crushed to death in one boat.
The supply of coffins is nearly exhausted, and the undertakers are now, I
am told, charging double price. The
•villagesof Pah Hin Hock and Pah Hoci
Tang, two or three miles to the north,
outside the walls, were caught in the
storm and suffered great damage, many
dwelling houses and other buildings being destroyed, and numbers of fives lost.
The village across the water opposite to
Shameen came in for its share of the
disaster also, being partially destroyed.
I hear that, though the whirlwind did
not effect so much damage at Fatshan as
in this port, it made severe havoc. It is
stated by Chinese who have come from
there that not less than 200 houses have
been laid prostrate, while about half the
boats in the river have been wrecked.

The

First Japanese Parliament.

The Japanese in their strides toward
the modern civilizationhave not stopped

1

<*•=
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a

‘

1

,,

i

with the introductionof an educational
system, an improved agriculture,railways and telegraphs,but are now cautiously proceeding to liberalize their
form of government. The first Japanese Parliament, as it may be called,
met last month at Tokio, and consisted
of a gathering of the provincial Governors. These Governors, to be sure, were
not elected by the people, but their object in meeting had a significant squint
toward popular suffrage in the future.
This object was to devise a scheme of
local self-government for the various
provinces of the empire by Legislatures
elected by the people. The Legislator
must be 25 years of age and pay an annual property tax of $10. A similar
property qualification is, proposed for
the electors, who, however, may be allowed to .vote at 20. Government officials, teachersand priests are to be exThe loss of life has been put down at cluded from the suffrage. Strictly local
several hundred. A passage boat com- affairs only are to be submitted lo these
.Mr. Spencer submitted an amending from Fatshan to this city was, when provincial assemblies^and national topment to increase the weight of such coma short distance 6ff, caught in the tor- ics are interdicted. These conditions
munications to two and a half ounces.
nado and instantly capsized. \ About were all imposed by the central Govern- Agreed to.
seventy of the passengerswere drowned. ment at the beginning of the ParliaThe question then being on the
ment;, and will no doubt be complied amendment of Mr. Paddock as amended,
Power of the Human 'JEye.
with, The Mikado presided at the it was agreed to— yeas, 20 ; nays, 19—
Some years jigp ffo officer of high opening of the Parliament, and made a as follows
rank, a Colonel
lolonel ini
in the Blues, was visit- speech from the throne, and there watf
Yeaf— Anthony, Blaine, Burnside,Butler,
ing his friend, (JoL
, of the considerableattendant fuss and feathers.
Christiancy,Conover, Dawes.Dennis,Dorsey,
Guards, who resided in Buckingham- The right of the people to information Gordon. Bamlin, Hill, Hoar, Kellogg, Lamar,
shire. This gentlemanhad a very fine concerning the proceedings of the As- Paddock, Spencer, Teller, Windom, Withbloodhound, which lie kept fastened in sembly was recognized by the conces- ers— 20.
Ara2/s— Armstrong,Bailor,'Bayard, Beck,
the yard. One morning after the arri- sion of special aoqommodatiaqs to the
Booth, Cameron (Wis.), Cockrell, Coke, Perry,
val of his visitor,Col.
was' much
reporters of the native press. The Mi- Hereford, Kernan, Maxey, Mer.imon, Oglesby,
eurprised at not seeing his friend as kado may seem to grant little by these Plumb, Rollins, Thurman, Voorhees,Wadusual at the breakfa&tableand he sent privileges, but, once having a taste of leigh— 19.
The question then being on the passa servant to his room to ascertain what
popular liberty, the facile Japanese are
had become of him. The servant found liable to press ahead till their now all- age of the bill as amended, Mr. Thunthe bedroom door ajar, and, on knock- poWerful Emperor, wbO not so long ago man .said he thought the best thing to
ing, the gentleman cried, “Come in, was even worshiped, will find himself do was to kill the bill and then we cotfld
and remove this beset put of my room,” the merest constitutional sovereign. puta post-routebiy iffproj^rtonn.
whereupon the servant entered, and was That the people are drifting toward
astonished to find the master's blood- democratic ideas is indicated by. this and passed— yeas, 24 ; nays, 15.
houhd in the bedroom, a very large and extract from a tfecent democratic newsA Girl’s Influence.
fierce dog, who had broken his chain paper: “ Our country is now progressand escaped from the yard, and, having
George Mitchell went on a frolic in
ing in civilizationas swiftly as the sun
scented a stranger in the house, had rises. And if the officials will consider Antioch, Cal, on the evening before the
slipped into the bedroom, as the door
the rapid advancement of civilization, day appointed for his Wedding, and in
had been left unclosed by a ser- thev will recognizethat the people will the morning his convivial companion
vant, who had i called the visitor in no longer be ruled arbitrarily, but are was found murdered. Suspicion rested
the morning. The dog was on his prepared to stand up for their rights and ou Mitchell,and he was placed on trial
hind legs at the foot of the bed with his
The girl to whom he was to have been
liberties.”
forefeet resting on it, fixing his eyes
married sat at his side in the courtintently and ferociously on the unfortuOveb 13,000 telephones are now in room, and her sympathy and grief were
nate gentleman, apparently waiting for operationin the United States.
I so attractively exhibitedthat the Judge,
:
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There were bat two births and three
in An Gres last year.

impossible to determine by the deaths

it is

No
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MICHIGAN ITEMS.
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A proposed feature of

the Fourth of

July qelebrationin Detroit is
sion of velocipede riders.

proces-

a

’

The Bay

City Observer states that a

petition is now in circulation for a postoffice at Point Lookout

William Clark, a farmer of North
Barns, Huron county, hung himself the
other day. Family troubles.
The

fourth annual Episcopal

Conven-

Diocese of Michigan was held
at Detroit last week.
tion of the

The Sisters of St Joseph are building an orphan asylum at Marquette for
children of all denominations.

Women will be admitted os delegates
to the annual sessions of the Michigan
Congregational associations hereafter.

The State prison received eighteen
convicts during May and discharged
twenty-ono;present number on hand,
805.

There was no Decorationday observances at Kalamazoo,but at Schoolcraft there was an impressivecelebration.
• During the month of May Bishop
Borgess, of tho Roman Catholic

Church, confirmed over 1,600 persons in
this State,

A correspondent of the Jackson Patriot suggests a walking match between
one-legged men os an attraction for the
county fair.
Db. C. Rominoer, State Geologist, has
located for the summer at Negaunee,
and will thoroughly investigatethe immediate vicinity.

The eighteenth annual convention of
Sabbath-SchoolAssociation will be held at Flint, June 25,
the Michigan State
26 and 27.

A fire near East Saginaw, the other
day, destroyed two frame buildingsand
50,000 staves ; total loss, $3,200 ; insurance, $3,600.

Lyons will probably adopt the Holly
Water Works. But, having a good
water power, the works will be driven by
water and not by steam.

Lewis Smith, the escaped convict at
Jackson, was caught iu a swamp in Henrietta township.
The President has nominated Crowley
P. Dake, of Detroit, to be United States
Marshal of Arizona.

The device upon the tombstone for
Capt. Hodges, the old Kalamazoo livelyman, cut under his own special direction, is the head of a flue horse.
A large nesting of pigeons has recently come in near Borne Falls. It is
said to extend about fifteen miles and
three miles wide. The west end of the
nesting is about eight miles south of
Petoskey.

The following is a statement of the
receipts and disbursements at the State
Treasurer’soffice for the month of May:
Balance on hand April 30, 1876, $771,717.07; receipts during the month,

$125,011.03;toWl, $896,728.10. ''Disbursements during the taionth, $68,*
178.27; balance on hand May 31, 1878,
$833,549.83.

The body of Chillis Adams, cf Waterloo, Jaoksim county, who disappeared
inysteriously last March, has been found
in a hollow log in the woods on his father’s farm. There was a bullet wetmd
through the head, and a revolverfound
with one chamber empty. It was apparently a case of suioide. He was a
son of Sarle Adams, and aged 35.
:

Ax the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Flint and Pere Marquette
railway,held at Saginaw, the .following
Directorswere elected : Jesse Hoyt,
New York ; W, W. Crapo, A. H. Seabury, W. J. Rotoh, New Bedford, Mass.;
JL O. Potter, W. L. Weber, East Sa#
naw ; J. H. Prentiss, Chicago ; P. Remington, Hion, N. Y. ; H. H. Fish, Utica,
N.
,

Y.

A desperado, giving his name as L.
E. Montgomery,stole a magnificent
team at Girard, Kan., early in April,
and drove at the rate of seventy-five
miles per1 day for ^fifteen days,
across Missouri,Illinois and Indiana to
Decatur, where he sold the team for
forty acres of land.!] He was captured

j

at McBride’s lumber camp, in

Montcalm

Every afternoonthere is a great county'
The annual reunion of the State Soltramping of hoofs heard on the pavements of the principal streets. Every diers’ and Sailors’ Association and of
one stops and turns to look. Then most of the regimental organizationsof
comes a great open wagon (a “ break” is the State will occur at Kalamazoo on
the proper name), drawn sometimes by the 20th. The Telegraphgives the foltwelve, sometimes by fourteen beauti- lowing as the headquarterspf these
(

fully matched and superbly formed regiments during their stay in the Big
bright bay horses, taperingin size from Village :
•' OAYALBT. 7
the gigantic wheelers to the leaders,
Mb, American Hotel. j/
let, BurdickHouae.
lithe and light as Arabians, glittering in 2d, Kalamazoo Houae.
9to, American Hotel.
10th, Oorp, Hall, Maiu
gold-mounted harness, driven all in hand »d, Kalamazoo House.
ihat’a office. ,
4th, Allemanla Hall.
by one old, gray-haired, melancholy fith,
11th, Oorp. Hall, Ocnmol
BurdickHouse;
room.
man, who sits alone on the lofty box and 6th, Burdick Houae.
handlea the great mass of reins with 7th, Burdick Houae.prrAXTBY.
skill, although I observe he never drives l»t, American Hotel.
18th, National Hotel.
19th, International.
faster that a walk, perhaps, because the 2d, Burdick Houae.
bd, American Hotel
Wfc Jhdse Bopk^offipe,
streets are so narrow, winding and 4th, AmericanHotel.
Court Houae.
crowded. Two liveried servants sit be- 5th, AmericanHotel
21«t, Kalamazoo Houae.
BurdickHouse.
22d, Kaiamazoo Houae.
hind and with folded arms, and jump Gth,
7th, AmericanHouae. J8d, OttY Hbfel
down to hold the cavalcade whenever 8th, KalamazooHouse. 04th, Citr Hotel

.

'

,

,

,

.

9th,

International.36th, Kalamazoo Houae,

International.
BSth, Burdick Houae. i
11th, International 27th, KalamazooHouae.
steed that does not go j
12th, Rurdlt*
28th, BurdickHohse.
Kalamazoo Houae 29th, BurdickHouse.
No companion ever drives out with him. 13th,
14th, National
30th. International.
He and his team are one of the institu- 10th, International. 102d, U. 8. (colored),Kal10th,

1

Houae.

Hotel

Florence. He is an American, 16th, American Hotel. smazoo Band room.
named Livingston,of New York ; but he 17th. Kalamahoo Hotel
First Michigan Sharp-Shooters,Capt
has lived iu Florence nearly a score «f
Hill's office; Engineers and Mechanics,
years, and prefers to spend his money
Interndtional;Merrill’s Horse, Internam this conspicuous manner.— Florence

tions of

|

tional; artillery companies, Internation-

tetter.

al; independent oompanies,K. L, G.
The rivers of North Mississippi are Armory; headquarters for soldiers and
being stocked with white shad. Louisi- sailors who did not serve with Michigan
ana’s streams are to be similarly treated. troops will be at the K. L. G. Armory.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

MONDAY.
Remember, if you owe us, that it takes
The Great English Bemedy
Mortgage Sale*
of Direction re- money to buy paper.
pvEFAULT lias been made In the condltiona of a
—
ported that the Hope College endowment
mortjMge, executed by Orville O. Sparks
Specific Medicine
Saturday, June 15th, 1878.
The place known ns the “Dr. Morris and Mary Sparks to John Simon, dated June !i5,
fund uow amounts to $19,250.42. Rev.
1975, and recorded in the Regiater's office of Ottawa
TRADE MARK, Is especially rec TRADEf^K.
Dr. Philip Phelps has collected for the place,” is for Sale cheap for cash. Inquire County,Michigan,September 20, 1875, In Liber V,
ommended as an
of mortgages on page 282, upon which mortgage
unfailing care for
THS GENERAL SYNOD OF THE
endowment, since June, 1872, $2,084.03, at this office, or at J. W. Hopkins, Esq., Ihero Is claimed to be due at this date, thirteen
Seminal Weakhundred
and
eighty-one
dollars and thirty nine
Grand
Haven,
Mich.,—
containing
nearly
SEFORXES OHOBOH.
his expenses being $1,289.01.
ness, Spermatorcents, besides an attorney fae of nfty dollars prorhea, Impotency
Professorshipof Didactic and Polemic 7 acres, with improvementsand house. vided for in said mortgsge in case of foreclosure
and all diseases
The seVenty-Becoodsession of the aliove
thereof.No suit or proceeding at inw has been
that follow aa a
theology at Hope College (Crispell’s)now
to recover the debt secured by said
The Pessiuk Brothers are taking the instituted
Synod, this year, is being held in Utica,
sequenceou 8elf<
mortgage or any part thereof. By ench default the
amounts to $5,180; collected during the
lead in this city in Cigars and Fancy To- power of sale contained in said m or Ik age has beN. Y. Owing to the excitingissues, afyear, $401.01, at an expense of $188.80.
come operative;Thm/ort, Notice is limby g\vtn, Before Takingof memory, Uni- After Taking.
bacco again as before. Try that new that said mortgage will ne foreciot ed by the sale of
fecting the future of Hope College, and
Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dimness of
The centennial seminary fund holds pointless brand— never before in this city. the land therein describedor so much thereof as versa!
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other disthe “brotherly” relations of many of its

The Com.

oft Board

—

U

GRAY’S

_

may be necessary to satisfythe amount due thereon, Includingsaid attorney fee and the costs ot
The Cora, also reported on the appliThe cry of fire the jither day called out foreclosureand laic, at public vendue to the highest bidder at the frontdoor oi the Court IIouso in
cation of the executive committee of Hope the fire department promptly and they the City of Grand Haven in said County of
College to convey back to them the real soon found it was a country girl who had Ottawa on the 24th day of June,
1878, at ten o'clock in the forenoon; said
estate in the city of Holland, west of and fallen out of the hind end of a wagoo and
premisesare described ia said mortgageas
the north-east quarter of north west quarter of
including Hope College addition, and had on cardinal red stockings.
section twenty-nine,In town eight north, range
submitted the following,which after a
Smith’s saleratus never makes such misto *“id County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
lively skirmish between the chairman and takes. It attends strictly to business and
Dated, March 25th, 1878.
Dr. Phelps, was adopted.
JOHN SPOON, Mortgage.
has expansionenough for the whole greenWm. N. Akqil, AU'v for Mortgagee. 7-18w
limited, That the Board of Direction be back party. Be careful and use only %as
instructedto examine into the transfer of much ns you would useof any other brand.
certain property made by the council of
$423.92.

inmates and friends to he decided and regulated and also the several memorials, pro-

complaints,etc., sent from the West,

tests,

relative to these subject matters, we have

condensed the

following

from

a repdrt of

the proceedings,as publishedin the Utica
Jferald:

FIRST DAY.

The Synod organizedby

the election of

the following officers:President, Rev. Dr.

Jacob Chamberlain; Adsessor,Rev. G. H.

--

:

---

Hope College through their executive Eastern Salt at $1.30 per barrel and at
committee, to Rev. Philip Phelps, • Jr.,
and Rev. A. T. Stewart, and through wholesale for $1.25 per barrel at
the evening by Rev. Rufus N. Clark, D.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
them to the General Synod, and that
D., of Albany.
the Boa'rd of Directionreport to the next
While Lead, Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
Among the “devotional exercises” we General Synod.
Brushes,
etc., cheap for cash, at
It is rumored that news has been renotice the name of Elder T. Keppel to
The synodical f-ermon was preached in

ceived Indicatingthat the Synod adheres

SECOND DAY.

Men” we

As “Western

of

to its action

last year in regard to

Hope

ing names scattered among the standing

DEATH

Professorate—

.1.

H. Karsten.

of

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

State of Religion— T. Keppel.

in New York,cn Wednesday morning, at
the age of 84 years.— William Cullen
Bryant was born at Cummington, Mass.,
on Nov. 3, 1794. Great care was devoted

Education— W. B. Gillmore.

to his education,

Synodical Minutes— W. Moerdyk.
Foreign Missions— E. Winter.

R

Judicial—

Correspondence— M. Kieklntveld.
Board of Direction—

An

F Van

Driel.

bers of the classis of Holland, was referred
to the committee on judicial business.

the classis of Grand

River was presented and referred to the
the Council of

College was referred to the same

committee.

;

.

A memorial from the

classis

of Wis-

consin, asking that a theologicaldepart-

ment

be established in

Hope

College, re-

ferred to the same committee.

A memorial from

Holland,

Hope

Col-

lege, was referred to the same committee.

A memorial from the
classis

Sold In Hollandby Hober Walsh and by afl
Druggists every
4&-lr

T^EFAULT having been made In the conditions
XJ or U certain mortgage executedby Peter H.
Chappell and Kllxabeth Chappell to George W.

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

n 0.<^o“rdibearinJ?^ute the 8l-‘,h d«Y of Apiil, A.
D. 1872, and recorded in the office of the Register

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

n! ,?ee25/or VwltawaCoun,Jr> 9mte of Michigan,
on the fifteenth day of June, A. D. 1872, at half cement, always on hand at the
past eeven o’clock P. M.. in Liber T of mortgages
on page 608, through non-payment of a part of the
J. O. DOESBURG.
money ficcnred to be paid by said mortgage, by
Store
reason ef which the power to sell in said morthas become operative, on which mortgage
Every lady should get a Dress Lift for gage
E. J.
there Is claimed to be due at the date hereof the
25 cents at
sum of two hundred and forty -six dollars and four
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-live
E. J. HARRINGTON.
dollars providedfor In said mortgage,and no suit
---.
Don’t forget to get that boy of yours a or proceeding having been instituted at law to recover the debt now remaining secured by said
at the New Tannery of
summer school suit, for three dollars and mortgage or any port thereof; Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of a power of sale
fifty cents, at the Cheap Cash Store of
contatnedinsaid mortgage and pursuant to statme
in
Buchjfcomade and provided, the said mortE. J. HARRINGTON.
A large quantity of fresh Eggs and also a quantity
gage wilibe foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
of themprtg^edpremises therein described, to- of dove manure,
Query: “Why will men smoke com- i IlJtM certain piece or parcel of land situate
F. HUMMEL & CO.,
n the OoWity of Ottawa and State of Michigan, Holland, May 15,
I4tf
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg known
and described as fo.lows:to-wlt:commencing
at
an
iron
post
in
the
Grand
Rapida
and
Bros. 'Seal of North larolina,'at the same
Muskegon State Road four chains and fifty four
Price?”
45-1 y
and one-half(MX) links north-westerly
from a

Cheap Cash

W

of

IB ID

HUMMEL

&

GO.,

1878.

^

__

T

A. IsT

F.

and

the “Spanish Revolution.” In

BOOTS & SHOES.

Bananas, Oranges, Lemons,

Nuts,

A

Fine

Rubbers, Slippers

a volume

New
New

Cheap Cash Store of

K

minorityof the

of Holland, was also presented and

and Milwaukee

Railroad Hotel,
Wm.

1832, a collection of his poems was repub- needles for all machines.

ably reviewed by

Prof.

the afternoon,

g«e

referred. The majority of these memor- lished in England with a preface by Washials and reports protest against the abandington Irving. The volume was favoronment of the theological department of

HA (R(RIJ?GT0 p.

HARRINGTON.

New York

the classis of

stating the facts in the case of

his

where.

fy

HARRINGTON.

committee on the professorate.

Hope

In

“Embar-

Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich,

10

grind stone in the firstangle of the said state road
west of the east line of section thlrty-fnurand running from thence south, thirty minutes west, one
bis nineteeenth year he wrote the “ThanaRaisins, Currant,Figs, Cove Oysters, Lob- cliaiu and sixty-one links; thence north, eightytopsls” on which his fame so largely rests.
nine degrees and thirtyminutes west, two chains;
sters, Salmon, Sardines, etc., at Pessink’s.
complete stock of Boots and Shoe*
thence north, thirty minutes east, three chains
He entered Williams College in 1810, but
twenty-nineand one-half links to an iron post:
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
left at the end of bis sophomore year. In
A
White Dress Shirt the best In theme south forty-nine degrees and forty-five minutes east, two chains and sixty -one links along the
1815 he was admitted to the bar and speed- the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store said state road to the place of beginning; Also
that piec e or parcel of land situate In the County
ily rose to a position of prominence.His of
of Ottawa.Stateof Michigan,known and described
E.
J.
as follow*: commencingut a point In the Muske- Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
longest poem, “The Ages,” was published
gon Suite Road, said point being the north-west
in 1821 in
containing other
corner of a lot owned by the said Elizabeth Chap- at the
Did you see and try those cream puffs
pell and running from thence south, along the
poems, and at once gained for him a wide
and nice cookies at the City Bakery, every west line of the said Elizabeth Chappell, to the
reputation. Removing to
York in day fresh.
south-westcorner of said lot; thence west to the
half quarter line: thence north on said half quar1825 he became editor of the
York
ter line to the centre of said State road; thence
A fine lot of Summer Shawls just re- Bonth-easterly along the centre of said state road
Rmiewt which was soon after merged in
J.
to the place of beginning,and being a fractional
ceived at
the American Rcvieic. Ills connection
part of the south east quarter of section number
E. J.
thirty-four,town eight north of range thirteen
with the
Evening Pont dates
Detroit
west; all containing ahout one acre and a half of
from 1828. From 1828 to 1830, he, with
Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash laud more or less, together with the hereditaments
at d appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or in any
others, edited “The Talisman,” and con- Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of wise appertaining;at the front door of the Court
tributedseveral stories to the collection this city and vicinity that he will keep on 1 ouse of said Ottawa County,in the City of Grand
Haven in said county, on the twenty-fourth
known as the “Tales of Glauber Spa.” In hand a full supply of sewing machine day of Jane, A. D. 1878, at two o’clock In
H. Kirkland, Proprietor.

go”

appeal from the decision of the Par-

A communicationfrom

gifts.

fourteenth year he published the

ticular Synod of Chicago, by certain mem.

A memorial of

and he early showed evi-

dence of his uncommon

Pieters.

The Gray Medicine Co.,
No.

Mortgage Sale.

----

William Cullen Bryant, the poet, died

Overtures— Ph. Phelps, Jr.

tog

HARRINGTON.

find the follow- College.

committees:

in treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packagesfor $5, or will he
sent by mail on ncelpt of the money by addieee

#

Mandeville.

assist in the distribution of the elements.

eases that lead to Insanity, Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a role are firs*
caused bv deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over Indulgence.The SpecificMedicine is there
suit of a life study and many years of experience

College, and ask that it be re estabEdinburgh Review, and from that time bia
lished.
reputation abroad was established. He
The twelfth annual report of the council
visited Europe in 1834 and again in 1845.

of Hope College was presented. Also

Orakd Havk*. March twenty-ninth.1878.

GEORGE W. WOOD W

Wilson in the

Hope

with Interestand costs Including said attorney

DBted,

fpatwtl.

R. W. Duncan,

DA\ IDSON-IIAAKE — At

Buffalo,N. Y.,

on

RD, Mortganee.

Attorney.

7-13

No cards.

TN

Grand Haven, Michigan.
The

accommodation for the travelling pubbe found, night or day, at the
above Hotel. The beat imported liquors and
cigars always on hand.
boi*t

lic can always

LAND WANTED.

of this city, to Miss Bianca U. Haake, of Buffalo,

Y.

A

the

6th Inst., by Rev. H. Ward, Mr. W. J. Davidson,
N.

pav the sum due on said mort-

.to

WM.

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange for
real estate In the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.

Guand Haven,

April

10,

H.

KIRKLAND.

1878.

9-tf

he made a third visit, extending
1
to Egypt and Syria. His letters written
Communications from T. Romeyn Beck
to the Post during this trip were afterand Charle^Scott,asking that their salary
1878.
wards published as the “Letters of a
in arrears, to the amount of $1,838, be
S T E A 3VT E
Traveler” In 1845 ho purchased the
paid them. The claim of C. Crispell,
§
house in the villageof Roslyn, Long Island,
$450, was also presented. These gentleG.
which he has since occupied. His letters
men have held professorshipsin Hope
o
CAPTAIN SNYDER,
from Spain and other countries were writwill be given at
Burned ont by the late Fire we re-opened in
College, and hope to receive pay for serten during a trip to Europe in 1857-1858.
the store formerly occupiedby
Will make TRI-WEEKLY TR1P8 between
vices.
A communicationfrom Prof. C. Cris- The volume eutilled “Thirty Poems” apformerly Lasmau's (near Metz’s Tannery.,
J. ROOST & SOK,
peared in 1804. His 70th birthday, in 1864,
&
pell, of Hope College, states that he has
Corner
Ninth and River Street,
was celebrated in a manner well remem- Bill: SO Cents. Supper, 2fi Cents.
not been successful In collecting the usual
But we will soon move to our own store on Rivrr
bered, by the Century Club. He was for
Street, now being built. We have Just reamounts of endowment, because the imGood Music will be in attendance. S1K5LS PASSAGE, {2,25; 80TO8 TRIP 13.00,
ceived a large new stock of
many
years engaged on his translation of
pression has gained that the trust funds
In 1849

nominations;referred.

61“tf

1878. K

FOURTH JULY MARY GROH,
HAET CE,

WM. SPEATH’S,

have been mismanagedand applied

payment

He

of the debts

states that an

of the

the the “Iliad,” which appeared in 1870, and
of the “Odyssey,” which appeared in 1872.

institution.

attempt has been made

to legislate the professorout of

He

to

office.

asked that an immediate and full in-

vestigation be instituted.

The success ot

the Reformed Church in the West de-

many

funeral orations upon public

men were

delivered during a period of

His

reaching from 1848 to the time of
death. His connection with the Pdst

years
his

has been unbroken since 1828.

pends upon the removal ol the suspension

of the

theological department

pditM

of Hope

I'ocut

College.

The report of the board of direction,
with the report of the treasurer, were referred. In reference to Hope College, the
report stales that certain investmentshove

been made without the consent of

the

board.

Splendid Ice Cream alwajri on hand at

KANTERS.

L. T.

Don’t forget that P. & A. Steketee keeps
an enormous slock of Boots & Shoes on
hand constantly. Also the largest stock

The necrological committee reported of Bleached and Unbleached Sheetings.
among others the death of Rev. A. T.
10,000 Pounds of Wool Wauled for
Stewart, D. D.

,
The
the

which the highest market price will be

THIRD day.

committee on Judiciary returned

documenU In the

case of the appeal

of the Classisof Holland in the matter of

Hope College, and

as

they relate to edu

cational interests,they

19-2w
Remember that P.

spoke of the

BEACH BRO’S.
& A. Steketee always

a large amount of salt,

and

anybody. They also
best Live Geese Fealhers, and

will sell it as low as

In connectionwith the work of missions

the Rev. Mr. Pieters

slreet.

were referred to keep on hand

the committee on the professorate.
«.

paid in cash, at Gezon’s Old Stand, Eighth

great

keep

the

Ticket* for sale at

lg^w

WM. SPAETH’S,

or

MOBTOAGE SALE.
baring been made in the condliion*
LS of a certa n mortgage dated the 21th day of
May, 18i5, made and executed by John M. Hickman and Hopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Victorlne
E. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa County. Michigan,
bdq recorded In the office of the Kt'glgtcrof Decdo
of Ottawa Conntr, Michigan,Jnly 27th. 1875. In
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 212, upon which
mortgage, and notea accompanying the same,
there ia claimed to be dne at the date of this notice,
the sum of $381.50, and an attorney fee rtf $io.
provided for In said mortgsge.and no proceedings
at Jaw or equity having been instil uted to recover
the debt secured by >aid mortgage or any part
thereof^Ao/toiaAerrtv^wn, that by virtue ofthe
power of sale in said m ‘ >ge contained,and of

17th day of September,

1878,

the following described piece or parcel of land siruate, lylogaud being in the County of Ottawa and
8‘ate of Michigan and known and described as
follows,to-wlt: the north half of the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of aectlonthlrteen (IS), in town aeven (7) north, of range fifteen
»ntJ ^‘fining twenty acres of land
more orle*0 United States survey bo the same

its benevolent institutions

Dated. June fith, 1878.

The money

is the Lord’s, consequently

18w
lot of

Carets

at

from 20

WHEREAS,

cents per yard just received at

E. J.

there is enough.

HARRINGTON.

taking for

his text

address was

at

the West, Pickles, Salmon, Lobsters,

1 Peter, viao.n. The

P.

&

A.

The

For freight and passage, and further particulars
apply to E. J. Harrington.Holland, Mhh and
Lawler & Asher’s Dock, Chicago.
14-tf

best cheese In the city

la

PRICESARE LOW.
--

--

o

be relied upon.

EXCURSIONS

—
!

!

G.

o

— A-»~

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, April

&

SONS.

27, 1878.

THE STEAMER

TWI-LIQ-ECT
Having been rebuiltand

CAPTAIN

refitted last

winter,

BROUWER,

F.

he”

1>rei>*red

SPECIAL PARTIES
be accommodated on short notice, for the
small sum of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
to the mouth of Black Lake In the morning, loavng them there and bring them back in the even-

me

^ nm a*i0 prepared to

SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS,

1878.

rr™

17-tf

etc., etc., go to

STEKETEE.

and see for yourself, no

trouble to show goods.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

tnally

Holland, Mich., June 4,

full of beautiful passages, and

direct in language. It was listened to

At 7 o’clockp. m. to arrive at Holland, next
morning at 6 a. m .(except Saturdayevening, when
the boat will delay her departare till the close of
public amusements.)

NOTICE.

The hour of four o’clock having arrived
For a tip top Tea, at ouly 40 cents per
Rev. C. Van Der Veen, of Drenthe, Mich* pound, or for the celebrated Klngsford
°“r
made an address on the characterand Starch, Chow Chow, Tomatoes, Corn, Term.™h“^hSlt(myce““’l"1“li
needs of missionary objecu

Etc., Etc.

Barrington A Vanpell have muagreed to dtssolvepartnership as soon
Having * harae a nl table for that purpose, to go
as the property Is closed out at private sales and
ali claims settled, they therefor offet their en- °lnt.on J'**1® Michigan, or to he taxen to any desired point, and brought home at the time agreed
tire ptock of horses, wagons, harnesses and sleigh*
Ij* •J**:, AnJr on,0 wiahing to purchase anything

J;

Caps,

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

Tuesday, Thursday and
Come
SATURDAY EVENINGS,

sccommodato
to 75

<fc

At the

New

Hardware
-

OF

-

Stor<

J.Vanderveen.

Can

have a fine assortment of Shawls, Corsets,

A nice

Hats

At , o clock, p. m.. to arrive in Chicagonext morning at 6 a. m. and will leave Lawler Sc Asher’s
Dock, ut Chicago,every

one

o’clockIn the afternoonat the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa County, In the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to be sold
being describedIn said mortgage as follows, all

-

Groceries,

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

gaged premises,or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfysaid piortgaged debt, the Interest thereon, said attorney fee, and the costs and
expenses of taid s«le allowed by law, at public
vendue 10 the highest, bidder on Tneeday, the

-

VAN PUrrENS SONS.

Dry Goods,

Monday, Wednesday and

PkEFAULT

FIRM!!

CHICAGO

Will leave Harrington’s Dock every

at

Sutton’s Brewery.

difficultyin money matters. The question etc., etc.
is, has the Dutch Church the money to

sustain all

HOLLAND

HEW

House Moving.

wmb.’n.ee1;.^

Terms very Reasonable.
F. BROUWER, Captain.
Holland, Juno 1,
17-3m

1878.

kept at

Will be found a large assortmentof new good*
at

NEW

PRICES,

Plows, Cultivators, Drags
Hay and Manure Forks,
Corn Planters, Rakes, Hoes
Also a complete stock of

General Hardware,
Together with a large assortment of COOl
HTOVE8 of the best manufactarers.

Neatly Done

am

purchased an entire new sot of tools.
Repairing
such as tackle*, lines, capstan,etc., I will
hold ravself In readiness to move any and ali kind N °TIC® ^ hereV Rtan. that the co-partnership
Promptly Attended to
speaker asked for his views the candid
heretofore existing between Everardus Krulsof buildings, from a chicken ccep to a church, no 11 Ann
•
.Intiti wm u
..
«
While
coughs and colds are very prev- matter how large a mortgage may cover It-I can rnen
igaand John Krulsenga, under the firm name
considerationof his hearers, no matter
Wo respectfullysolicit ft share of your patronagt
.
,
alent, we recommend a trial of Young's raise the building and movelt to any place desired. the
0
what their cwn views were in the matter.
Old metals taken in exchange.
Thanking von for your favors daring the past by mntua^tSJsent ’ John kJJLn^ h.Tnu^
Cough and Lung
tf
SUlfDAY.
ronageTortlie fnroro rMpeCtfa,,jr •ohc,t yoar
the stock in trade and Lifts ductoand
ronage ror tne
belonging to the tate firm, and will pay all llabllRev. E. Winters occupied a Methodist,
Apply at residence on 12th street. 4th ward, or w®* of the said E. Krnbenga A Son. to whom
Best White Lime only $1.00 per barrel
Rev. P. Phelps, a Baptist and Rev. C. Van
address the undersigned,P. O. Box
1 c'®*™ should be presented for payment.
at
J.
WM. H. FINCH. 1 ^te^HoUAHD’Mv fifitM^J.
Der Veen a Presbyterianpulpit.
E. J. HARRINGTON’S.
Holland, May W,
john KRUI8KNOA.
Holland, April 15,
. 4-6m
*

with deep interest by the members. The

Pessink’s Bakery, as well as fresh crackers.

TTAVING

Dissolution Notice.

11

rKv
X
H.n&
I

>

Syrup.

Pat
mure.
82.
1878.

15-Aw

IMw

><

.1

- --

GIVE USA CALL
VANDERVEEN.
1877.

Mil. John Albcrli

I

iottiuij5.

is

--200,0001
covering

—•w-r .... .v<-r7*r~r~
---Gee’s Hrass Band will appear in a ' In and about Lyons, Prance,
new uniform <»n Fourth of July. women and girls work from eleven
—

Du.
brand

Empicrok William, of Germany, is

building an uddillon

to his stable.

I

<
*•*"

i

\ patches.

.
I

to

according to the

fast,

)gers, destined to run

ty

cents.

regularly between Holhind and Snugatuck,

----

CORNER CEDAR

List of letters remaining in the Post

will commence to run on regular time on

Monday

^

enough to put on

next.

Mu. H.

proposesto
Elferdink has arrived

home

He

The

he

at 1

promises to

the most extensive one ever got

this city. Tell

up

your neighbor, and
----an

who

for this issue, and will

interest in

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

youth

it

half an hour,

as

he
in

N. Y., will find extracts on the

vited to attend

Herald.

The

summer

frost.

and

all

are cordially

will be

done

of the new grain

Work Warranted and
Prices Low.

elevator

this week, and parlies wish-

I am now Belling th* How* Sewing Machine,
will henceforthkeep it for aale at mjr store.
Peddling machinea with wagon* ha* been abolished
for the »impie reason that the prices of machinea
aie too low to admit ef any expense in that way.
Call la and get bargain*.

and

ing to bid, can still do so, by leaving their Give us a call before you order, and patronize your home industry.
bids at the drug store of Mr. H. WaUh,
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8ft 1877.
this evening. The buildingwill be one

in-

participatein the ser-

E.

Hollanb, Mich., Sept.

Lake Shore Commercialhas

say

The

resumed

Gall at the

it

Meat Market

its parents or guardians, to

and English giammar.”

shortly.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

new school law proposed in Ohio

the wishes of

the least, to group the

will also go back to

OF

—A

KTJITIE

J.

DEALER

For the best kind of

notice some agitation about Fourtk* jt’APTAiNVanderhoef’s boat, the Dwight
Jefferson Duvis lias been awarded by
of July, and If the best efforts don’t fail Cutler, will commence running from the Mississippi Court of Appeals a large
we may have a good celebrationyet. rand Haven to Fruitporl, next week, plantationfor which he once paid his

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Fresh and alted Meats.

venings, so as to connect with the Chica- brother but did not secure a legal transfer,

pay the highest market
ice for hides, hams, and all
I

that day, at any rate, on the large propel

go & Mich. L. 8. R. R., affording an ad- and which his brother (now dead) afterMary Groh, and perhaps a combine^ ditional opportunity to reach this city wards sold to a negro for $300,000. This
movement will give us a big day.
from Grand Haven, and by several hours makes Davis a rich man.
ler

farmers east

of

Zeeland and

later start.

What

is

the use of being bothered by

around Vrieslandcomplain of the ravages

potato-bugs,when you can get a "Pest
We extract from the News-Journal the
ie\p<
of the black birds, they being so hold as apportionment of the Primary and Library
bison” that will beat anything in the
rv
to seriously injure the corn by picking it moneys for the city of Holland, and the narket to destroy vermin. This poison is

V

ground. In a few minutes time Township of Holland, forlhc year 1878:
we noticed two parties buying powder Township of Holland— 1,188 children;
and shot, at Mr. Albert Bulks’ hardware Primary amount, $509.00; Library fund,
store, in Zeeland, towage war on them,
$22,76. Holland City— 880 children; Pri-

out of the

and scare them away

if possible.

mary amount,

ighly

recommended by

all

who- have

ried it, and is said to be far more efticu-

capacities.We may add right here that
stopped here by the force of law, and now, it did not seem to us as if Greenback
the time lias come. Push ahead, and we or Nationalism had scared them a cent’s

Mr.

he store of

town this week

satisfactorily.

The

Indians have

commenced depred

lions anew in the far west, as will be see

worth yet.

by glancingover the dispatches on the

6. Yntema, of Vrieslaud, Midi.,

in

to purchase the

wherewith to exterminate the murderers

On

Gome and examine my Makes Custom Work a
STOCK.
Specialty.
J.KU1TE
EIGHTH

8T.,

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

W. &

ELFERDINK'S

H.

Sunday evening

last

church was crowded by

NO.

22

The aboTe firm make a ipcclaltyof cufttom work.
Guarantee satisfactlou.Their price* are low
(nigh to compete with an? house to the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety ol
'ie* and Children *1-06*and gaiters.

'pairing neatly done

the Methodist side of this paper, and another protracted
an interesting Indian war stems eminent. Mr. Thus 8.

and

in this and other counties will feel

batli

Among

the substantial improvements

around town we can mention the enlarge
ment of the dry-houseof Cappon, Bertsch

& Co. The addition will not be an L ns
has been published heretofore,but will
extend from the present buildingto the
street,

and 32x40

and

feet

five storieshig

The old building will receive a new
that, together with the

new

part requiring

130,000 shinglesto cover it.
tect,

Mr.

will

commence work

J.

roof,

The

archi-

R. Kleyn, has got the job, and
as

School children.

Messrs. Radeke & Son

are still

doing a

ve at the hands of the proprietors, and

lished a large remunerative business and
the confidence of the people,

e can vouch

for

the quality of their

cigars.

soon as possible..

opening advertisedto come off

at

and C.

of White Granite
C. Ware.

A

liberal deduction to

plete stock

those

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Ware

Acre Fruit Farm containing some SOObearlnc
{rape vines, 100 Currant bnshes; Strawberries;
t’ear*. Apple. Quince, Chestnut, Mnlberry, Apprlcot. Cherry and Peach tree* In bearing.
No money required down inquire of

in

large supplies.

3

J.

g. J.

vaarwerk.

Holland, M!ch.,Sepi. 10

1877.

VAN LANDEGEND.

Holland. Mich. Jauuarv 1.

18(8.

I

have engaged Hie services of

Ml

lands so occupied, and we notice among

building of Klaasen & Roost’s dry-

J. A. Griffin,

V

sionary claim and interestof the United

Mew York

Who

States in certain lands granted to the state

Jb a

City,

practical cutter

and

us that the Senate has actually passed the

and am now prepared
to make up suits according the
latest styles and fashions.
In this connection I have
purchased a stock of Broad-

river and harbor appropriationbill, not

cloths, Cassimeres, of the latest

alone, but has increased the ridiculously

Spring styles, and will guaranJewelers, tee a perfect fit. Prices rea

of Michigan by

tailor,

the*act of congress, ap-

flithfui attention to business has estab- proved June 3, 1856, wits

won

and will keep on hand a com-

to learn the fate of their titles

Grand Haven. The wholesouled
id genial treatment customers re-

ns

*

Rockingham and Yellow

F0RSALE.

rge business as wholesale dealers in the congressionalproceedings that at an
pbneco, cigars and liquors in the city evening session the bill releasing all rever-

The

The

an

l

trade the necessary attention,

at

Short Notice,
W. A H. ELFERDINK.

A

date, I

after this

intend to devote to this line of

RIVER STREET,

Holland, - - - Michigan

in-

Purdy* well known here as usher in the
of his sheep. He’ complainsthat on
"Children’s Day.” The church was M. E. Aburch, received the news yesterWednesday night 14 of his sheep were so
handsomely festooned with evergreens day tl*at\is oldest brother wus killed
severely bitten that they will all have to
and flowers. The exercises, under the fighting asV volunteer to repel the on
die that are not dead already, and lie furmanagement of Rev. Wm. M. Coplin, sluuglilof th^Bunnock Indians.
ther states that over one hundred sheep
were very impressive,interspersedwith
Those interested in the railroad
have been bitten and killed within the
some choice music by the choir and Sab»
two mouths— presumably by dogs.

VAN RAALTE.

K.

CROCKERY!
From and

audience to witness the celebration of

last

D B

5-18w

V.

or other like depredations, has never been

was

I

nds of farmer’s produce.

Green. It is lor sale in
Mr. J. Van Landegend.

The resultsof the elections in Belgium
A society is being organizedin this city
show that the Liberals have a majority of
to enforce the game laws, for the prevenIn making a call at the Court House at ten in the Chamber of Representatives,
tion of different crimes, cruelty to animals, Grand Haven we had tiie pleasure to meet and three in the Senate. It is stated that
etc. This is a good move, and we heartily almost all the county officers, and although the ministers have already resigned. The
endorse it. To fish with sucli nets so as to they were in good spirits,they all c«in Liberals are rejoicing.Ghent and Ant
exterminate the fish from Black Lake or fessed that the dullness of the times in werp are decorated with flags. Tli'e affairs
other waters, or break locks from boats, general was preceptiblein their official of the government are progressing very

-----

Of the neatest style* and best qualities which
offer cheaper than anybedy else.

ious than Paris

$440.00; Library fund"l

$17,60.

will be with you!
-----

IN

Boots and Shoes

We

Some

HEROLD.

1877.

1,

story and a basement and 80x40 feet.

ial work, to

Dr. Gee’s band, will give excursions on

’

CALLANp_SEE US.

guages, as desired.

months. Mr. Ryder, its populai landlord, news so concise as the "patent people” do pursue any study oilier Ilian othngrapby,
is always studying the comforts of his it. We understand that the Neice- Journal reading, writing, arithmetic, geography
guests.

A Complete a-aortmentof Children’* and Infant*
»hocs for fall and winter, andafnllline of
Ladles’ and Gentleman'*wear.

All

letting

Juat received at

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

kind* of

we have nut heard of any

The

& SHOES
—

We

stoop on its southern front and will un- the use of patent bowels. You are correct contains this provision: ‘‘No pupil in said
doubtedly be a very welcome additionfor Wasson. It takes a vast amount of editor- (public) school shall be required,against
the weary traveler, during the

all

keep conetantljon hand the beat kind of
Hock, and also a nice varletv of deilgn*. Letter
lug done in the Kngllnh, Hollandand Qerman lan-

vices.

adorned by a new

And

—

HEROLD,

MONUMENTS E.
CEMETERY WORE
---

services are held at Grace

Church are free, and

editorial page, taken from the Daily Utica

is

make

—

stock:
op

Perkins, BOOTS

The cold weather of the last few days
has materially damaged the young corn in
some localities,in the interior.Around
Black Lake, however, and near this city

morning
at half past ten o’clock. Sunday school
at twelve o'clock. The Pews in this

the Reformed Church, at present in session,

The Phoenix Hotel

appear In our next.

see

the proceedingsof the General Synod of
at Utica,

to

UTH STREETS.

IQ

IN STONE.

in the City of

(Episcopal) Church every Sunday

take

a

town.”

Grand Haven,
o’clock P. M., on Friday, June 28,

Regular

-

readers,

school-teacher kept

thought she was the "prettiest teacher

1878. Particulars were received too late

iu

posters around town.

Chin

- —

— *•*-

__

+++

minutes after school, and the boy

fifteen

E

—

ManulacturiT*ef

Wm. Verbkek, P. M.

the County of Ottawa will he held at the

Don’t forget the big excursionto come
the 24th inst. It

winteyL* A Malden

Democratic County Convention of

Court House,
on Monday,

last

sprinkler,provided our

try a

-

re-

ports having had a splendid trip.

off

snow plow

merchants will sufficientlyencourage him. asked her

after a tour of rest, visiting Grand Rapids

and Grand Raven on his route.

a

__

&

&

Luce

Geo. Cole, V. Brown.

\
enterprising^

who was

Jno. DeBoer,

y

irsriErW^

__ ^ ---

thirteen hours a day lor an average of for-loftlce at Holland, Mich., June 13, 1878:

Tub new boat H

A Large and Fine

ri*

latest dis*

passed. It now

goes to the Senate.

The

latest congressional

news informs

and will be high figure of over $7,000,000, to over
few days. The brick $9,000,000,by raising some figures and

kiln is progressing finely,

Watchmakers ^
"Case” Wierscma’s, on Saturday night ready for use in a
son able.
last, had to he postponed on account of machine is working steady and the yard is
DEALERS IN
adding new schemes to the original bill.
the cold weather. Tuesday evening was assuming an animated appearance. Quite
It now goes back to the House of RepreCall soon and take the first
the next evening designatedfor the occaa number of bands are engaged at this sentatives for concurrence in the Senate Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
sion and the weather being nil that could yard, and almost every day a number of
choice, at the
amendments,when that is done, it will go
Jewelry
&
Fancy
Goods.
be desired, a large number of young folks spectators may be seen going and coming
Cheap Cash Store of
to the President for his signature,and
assembled at his ice-cream parlor which from the new brick yard. We hope the
when it becomes a law, our harbor— Black
E. J.
was handsomely trimmed with evergreens brick may turn out first rate, and that we
Lake harbor— will get $12,000 of that
and flowers for the occasion. Some fine may be enabled to rank this yard among amount.
music was discoursedduring the evening. our permanent manufacturing establish
Mr. Wiersema has his place fixed up meats.
Now then neighbor,drop your
«% fe.
s.
nice and tasty and will undoubtedly come
tchrifi" for a little while and take your
Importer of
Among the new things in Grand Haven dictionary. On the 4th column of the
in for a share of that kind of trade.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
we can mention that Messrs. Longmore & 2nJ page of your issue of the 11th instM
English and Scotch Ales,
A meeting Is called of the old soldier McCurdy of Milwaukee have provided a
— AND
you have translatedan article about one full Line of Gold feus.
to meet at Joslin & Breyman, 00 Monday ^pjeagure re8ort for citizens of that city

HAtRtRimTOJf.

•»
—

•

—

—

^

evening next,

to consider the feasibilityof

going to Kalamazoo, and join the soldiers
and sailorsannual reunion, on Thursday,
June 20th. Whereas several have signi-

Caldwell, who, after killinghis wife, three

ring

summer mouths, on Lake
venue, about half way between the city
the

nd the beach. They intend to keep

it

in

children and sister-in law, attemptedto kill

at

any

rate,

gilts

-

Rapids, several of ,whom are our ol
friends, and it looks as if Kalamazoo w
have a grand day of
This week

a party

ing of Dr. W. C.

it

on the 20th.

of nimrods, consist-

Hunt, Geo. A Wheeler,

Geo. S. Wells and M. Brown, of Chicago,

were here to try their luck at catching
black bass, and although the weather was
unfavorable, they were satisfied that Black

Lake contained good

fields for fishing.

During there sojourn they were quartered
at the City Hotel, about

which they

ex-

pressed themselves iu the highest terms.
Their intention is to come and try it again
in a few weeks. With a little better accommodation, on our steamboat, a larger

ascertain definitely.

ances up

During a visit to the neighboring Vi
lageof Zeeland we noticed the stead

Jane 10— Prop M. Groh. Cbtcsgo,

to

Friday morning:

driven

by DePrce, 8chram& Co.

Be-

wagon making business
the are extensivelyengaged in the manufacture of wooden pumps, and have been
successful enough te need another large
shop for the painting department. We
hope they will keep on prospering and
extending, and find their business remu
neratire. The new drug store of Mr.
De Kruif will be occupied next week, and
the new hardware store of the Messrs. De
sides their large

number of fishingparties could be induced Free is almost ready for occupatiou. The
to come and try their luck on Black Lake,
and thus become a source of benefit and whole appearance of the vallage was inpleasure to the boat as well as the hotels. dicative of steady progress.

1878.

In bnlk and in Bottle.

HOME SCHOOL.

E,

BAUDER,

A,

if.,

Iff kegs

“
“

mdse.

Rogers,Saugatuck,light,
R.T.Ro
'

Chlcagojlght.
14— 8chr. Wollln,
_ . _
14-Prop.U. Groh. Chicago, sundrie*.
lin,

CLEARED.

Now open— Pupils admittedat any time. Course
of Instructionembraces English,Mathematics.

Braaches.

*

For catalogue or admission,apply to the Principal at Fbnton, Gxnebke Co.. Mich.

Q
D

COT

bariae*8too can engage In. $ft to $20
per dav made by any worker ot either
sex, right In their own localities. Psrtlcnlara and1 samnlei
sample*worth $5 free. Improve yonr
business. Address Btinion A
spare time at this
thisb

to

w

I

Also Agent for Robert Bmlth Brewery, N. W.
cor. of fttn and Minor streets, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert Mnitn.
Smith, nax
has succeeded
succeeuea in
In making and Ip
Introducing an Ale. which he calla ’‘India Pale Ale,"
and has sncceeded so well that It is highly recommended as a tonic for weak persons.

A splendid stock

of Cigars

other liquors always on

and

hand.

10-tf

Farm

_

BANKING.

JlliTfilml
.

BANKER,

HOLLAND,

1,231 r. r. tlea.

ft oak lumber, 721 r. r. ties, 21
carboys.
2- Schr. Tri-color, Chicago,
m ft hard

<SiaaA Bspfda9 Kiel*

Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental

[one 7— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 10 brl* floor, Co., Portland, Malm

10— “ B.T.Rogen,Chicago. 10 pkgvmdN.
10— “ M. Groh, Chicago, 10 cds bark, 8 m

No. 100 Monroe Street.

Principal,
DAUGHTERS,

white lead
1 brl linseed oil. 21 plt^s mdse.
10- “ R. T. Rogers, Haagatuclc, light.
»* i2-8chr. Trl Color, Milwaukee, 80 brl salt,
600 lbs tobacco, SflO brl*.
12-Prop. M. Groh, Chicago. 1 brl linseed oil,
ff brl Ro*ln, 19 kegs white lead.
SB i pkgs
pkg*

RIDLEY HALL.
A

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

8— ly.

Assisted by Mrs. BAUDER/nd
with other ExperiencedTeachers.

ARRIVED.

progress and development of the business

84,

ing himself through the roof of the gin-

rst-classstyle, beautify nature’s bounti-

ul

Holland,March

himself,and finallysucceeded in throw-

house; this word gin-house our neighbor
in the grove, affording amuse- (De Hollander)translates into a jencter
it is now proposed to see if enough mem
ent of almost every description for (liquor) house— making a building conhers will join to make it worthy of a joint |y0u0g and old, and some appropriate retaining a cotton-gin, and other machinery,
movement. Don’t forget the time-Mon- Jfre8hmenl8 for ,ho8e wf8hing it. Whether
appear as a warehouse for liquor.
day evening, at Joslin & Breyman.
it will be canied on on the total abstenlarge party is billed to go from Gran
The following are the arrivalsand clearance plan, or not, we were not able to
fied their intention of going,

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Extcuted.

for Sale.

.

-

s

MICHIGAN.

Daea a general Banking,Exchange,Aad Collection businece. Collections made on all point* in
the United States and Eoropc, Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banka and Banker*.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
bualneaa Intrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Intereat allewed on time deaoslta, subject

splendid clav
city. Near church
wood lumber.
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
Groh, Chicago, 108 hemlock ties
of this land is partial! v improved. Aiso
2) m ft oak lumber, 148 m shiuglea
18 pkf* furniture.
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town- to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
•old. Tickets to and from all 'point! In Europe
18— “ R.T. Rogers, Douglaa.6 coltlvatoaa. ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
•old at my
_
14— Schr. Wollln, Racine, 3& m ft oak lumber
M. D. HOWARD.
JACOB TAN PUTTKN.
300 oak tie*.
1

M

I will sell eighty acres of

soil, six miles from this

.

42-tf

office.
$-1,

THE GATHERED ROSE.
thank you for your courtesy, but I can- be under the unpleasant necessityof
not
accept
of
any
odds,
and,
notwithgagging
you.
So
make
your
choice.”
Only a rote-bud tweet and fair.
BY ALBBRT PUB.
, Down bv the road-tide Rrowiug,
The proprietor,seeing no other alstanding your estimate of mv play, I
Of other flowert,rich and rare
The spring bM leas of brightness
think you will find that I need none. ”
ternative,gracefully acquiesced,aud
And cultured, little BnowlDg;
Every year,
Not a word more was spoken, but the took a chair to witness toe proceedings.
Content ita blushing face to hide
And the snow a ghostlierwhiteness
’Along ita own learee, when straying
Every year;
“Now, lads,” exclaimed Laroque, “no
balls were placed in position and the
Beet came wanderingtide by aide
Nor do aummer’s flowers quicken
time
is
to
be
lost
Delavigne,
in
toe
and, after arresting us, would revoke his game began. It did not require half-aWith tephyrt Idly playlng.J
Nor automn’sfruitage thicken
dozen shots for me to perceive that the fencing gallery above you will find
As they onoe did, for we sicken
license.
The rote-bud blottomedout at laat
Every year.
The poor fellow was actually pale with Count was one of the finest amateurs I plenty of foils. Take the two which are
Into the perfect flower,
fright; and, heated as ( was, 1 deemed had ever seen. His conception and ex- crossed on the eastern wall.'7 They have
And, plucked by one who sauntered post
It Is growing darker, colder,!
Every year, —<•« •*** .
Ere It had bloomed an hour,
it my duty to second his exhortation, ecution were both excellent, and would no buttons, and will suit your purpose
Wan tossed ere long aside, poor thing,
As the heart and eoul grow older,
have reflected no discredit upon the first
and
had
already
begun,
when
Maurice
Which eweeter grew when dying,
Every year.
m
Maurice sped away on his mission,
And left, all cruthed and withering,
Delavigne, with an air of drunken grav- professionalin
1 care not now for dancing,
Upon the road-side lying.
Or for eyes with passion glancing;
But what positivelyastonished me while the rest of toe students busied
ity perfectly irresistible,
advanced to the
Love is less and lees entrancing
was
that
in
every
respect
Delavigne
themselves
closing
the
window
curtains
side
of
the
trembling
boniface,
and,
You understand, you tay, with scorn,
Every year.
While listeningto my story 7
seizing him by the ear with a firm hand, seemed to be his equal. His play was to prevent observation from the neighYon know which rose, one summer morn,
Of the loves and sorrows blended,
led him to the door, and, having placed magnificent;and in a few moments the boring houses, and extinguishing all
You robbed of all its glory J
Every year
him ontside, looked it and pat the key table was completely surrounded by the gas jets except two very brilliant
Ab. man, the heart you catt away
Of the Joys of friendship ended,
. When so it semd your pleasure,
Every year;
in his pocket Poor Adolphe piteously spectators, attracted by the extraordinary ones in the center of the room, distant
Of thn ties that will might bind me wx... ^
My own, for many and many a day,
still
displayed
on
both
sides.
"‘As
the
from
each
other
about
twelve
feet.
murmured something about his wife and
Had worshipedwithout measure.
Until time to death reeigned me,
My Infirmitiesremind me,
Then, still aoting under the direction
children as life, was being ejected, but it contest progressed,it was impossible to
She knew it not. I was not worth
Every year.
•decide which had the advantage; first of Jules Laroque, thev gathered round
availed1him nothing.
The love ybu held so lightly ;
one
was
ahead,
then
the
other;
and,
one of toe billiard-tables,and, lifting it
The little episode Which I have just
Bnt I could lift her from the earth,
Oh 1 how sad to look befbre us,
The flower once bloomingbrightly—
Every year;
described had tite effect of momentarily finally, as the termination drew near, so bodily from the floor, placed it midway
The rose you threw away— ah', yes—
While the cloud grows darker o'er us
evenly
were
they
matched
that
the
between
the
two
jets.
It
was
not
until
arresting
our
frenzy,
and
when
DelaAgain to toy with— never
Every year!
But miWr to worship and to bless,
When we see the blosfoms faded,
vigne returned to the table and de- Count needed but one to complete his that moment I comprehended his intenTo keep and hold forever.
That to bloom we might have aided,
tion. They were to fight on the billiardmanded our attention there was a pro- score, Maurice only wanted three.
-Harper’s Weekly.
And immortalgarlands braided,
It was the crisis of the game, and the table.
found silence.
___ _ Every year. . ___
___________
“Gentlemen,” said he, “are you excitement of the students was terrible.
Maurice by this time hed returned
To the past go more dead fsces,x
PITH AND POINT.
irjare of the sqperstition which attaches That of the other spectaters seemed with the foils, which he delivered into
‘ ^JcmeiT&dewoneiHhtlWplace*,'
hardly less intense, although we alone the hemds of Laroque, who, after exam•to a dinner party of thirteen
•
Berry nice— The strawberry.
Every year.
No one spoke, and he continued; knew of the terrible duty devolving up- ining them, offered one to the Count.
Everywherethe sad eyes meet us
A spark air-rester— The lovers’ gate.
“ It i* this, that before the year is out on the final loser. It was plain to me But he declined, saying in a low, dear
In the evening’s dusk they greet us,
And to come to them entreat us,
Musical morality— An upright piano.
one of the number will die a violent that Delavigne—the generous fellow- voice, which every) one heard, “No.
«• , Every year.
had purposelv allowed us to beat him, Let the Major choose first. I always
death.”
Pocket-books are worn shorter this
“ You are growing old," they iell us,
The silence seemed to grow more in- in order to tate the whole burden upon give beauty the preference.”
season.
" Every yesr;
tense, and after a short pause he spoke his own shoulders.
Where there’s a will there’s a plea of
You are more alone,” they tell us,
The cavalryman ground bis teeth, but
I blamed mvself deeply for not havagain : “I propose that we adjourn from
“ Every year.
insanity.
said nothing, and, having selectedone
You can wla no new affection
this apartment to the nearest billiard ing disoovereait in time for remonstraof the weapons, the other was handed to
A man never uses his thumb nail for a
Yon hive only recoUectOD, . t I
saloon, and there pair off in couples for tion, which was now too late, and so
Deeper sorrow and dejection,
Count de Vautrin, who, after looking at screw- driver bnt once.
Every year."
the purpose of playing. At the end of I held my peace. It was the Count de
it narrowly and bending it in various
Never give way to despair, for despair
the first series of games there will be six Yautrin’s play ; and, as the balls were
Thank God ! no clouds are shifting,
ways, threw off his coat, and, whisper- will never give way to you.
losers. Let them pair off and play rather awkwardly placed, he did not atEvery year,
ing a few words to Lemoyne— instrucO’er ths land to which we're drifting,
When is a literary work like smoke ?
again, and so continue in the same man- tempt to add to his score, but played
tions, probably, in case of the affair terEvery year.
what
is
technically
known
as
“
safety,”
ner
until
only
ore
is
left,
who
shall
play
When
it comes in volumes.
No lossesthere will grieve us,
minating fatally for him— sprung lightly
Nor loving faces leave us,
the final game with the odd man, and and left them in a position from which
Circumstances
do not make a map
upon the table. The Major was in poNor death of friends bereave us,
the
loser, whoever he may be, shall it is almost impossible to effect a count,
half
as
often
as
a
clean
shirt.
Every year.
sition equally as quick, and, as the two
challenge some strangerto fight him a Maurice looked anxious, - but, after a
How often do we find that a man’s
opponents stood confrontingeach other,
duel this very night. By so doing we long and careful surveys of the table,
4 1 FOOLISH DUEL.
I could not help being struck at the im- better-half gives him no ‘quarter.
give destiny a chance to settle the affair seized his cue firmly, and, by one of the
mense disparity of size between them.
Never put off till to-morrow what
at once; and if she fails to do so, why, most brilliantshots I had ever seen,
The Sequel of a Students’ Dinner.
The soldier was” a tall, powerfully- bnilt can be just as well done the day after.
it’s her fault, not ours. \Vbftt say you, made a carom on the two reds, and so
fellow, certainlyover six feet, with the
The mysteries of the future — The
ended the
Seventeen year* ago
a atudent gentlemen, to the proposition?”
arm and chest of a Hercules, while his next fashionabledresses and bonnets.
“Agreed! agreed!” resounded on
The Count laid his cue upon the table,
at the Universityof Paria. We were a
antagonist was a slight, elegantly-shaped
Why are the young ladies given to
gay set, who frequented the restaurant every side, and we sprung at once for and said, smilingly,“ Monsieur, I must man of not more than nve-feet-eight,
congratulate you; I considered myself
of my esteemed friend Adolphe Bauleau, our hats.
with a face that would have been actu- blushing? Because it’s a becoming
“Open the door, Maurice!” shouted the first amateur player in Paris, but
who has now been dead some five years.
ally effeminate had not its softnessof red.
I find that I have, at least, one suPoor Adolphe t The politest of Fren oil- a dozen voioes; M you have the key 1”
expression been redeemed by the firm
Why is a gamut like a gambling
Gentlemen,”- responded he, “haya perior
men and most obliging of landlords; his
set of the upper lip, and the bold, fear
saloon ? Because it’s full of sharps and
His opponent bowed, and attributed
wines were always good, and his dishes you up regard for the feelings of our
less expression of the eyes.
flats.
unexceptionable.Peace to his ashes ! host? What! would you rush down his success more to good fortune than
“Gentlemen, are you ready?” exA Baltimore man has invented a new
stairs
helter-skelter,
at
the
imminent
any
superiority
of
skill.
I well remember the last dinner I took at
claimed Laroque.
paper
collar, which he calls the Worm,
^jsk
of
disturbing
the
virtuous
slumbers
It
was
getting
late,
and
the
frequenthis house, not so much from the delicacy
A sharp, quick “Yesl” came from because it will turn.
of the viands and tbe perfection of the of Madame Bauleau and her charming ers had mostly departed, so that a num- their lips simultaneously.
cookery, which latter exceeded anything infant ? For shame ! Observe me, and ber scarcely greater than that of our own
“ Tom, what in the world put matri“Then,” said he, “en garde !” And
party was all that remained in the entire
in the Quartier Latin, as from an occur* profit by my example.”
mony
into your head?” Well, the fact
even as he spoke the two blades crossed
Even as he spoke, he rushed to one saloon.
renoe of which I was an unwilling specwith the rapidity of thought, and the is, Joe, I was getting short of shirts.”
De Vautrin replaced his coat, and hav
tator, and to a certain extent a partici- of the windows, tore down the curcontest began.
Somebody has taken the trouble to
tains, threw up the sash, and leaped ing lit a cigar strayed leisurelyround
pant in.
There was none of that graceful pre- write a book about “ How to Find the
out
fearlessly
into
the
gloom.
the
room,
and
eventually
halted
in
front
It was the last day of my university
liminary play, so common among swords- Stars.” Don’t wait to read it — step on a
life; and, in commemoration of three all followed him, and in the twinkling of a cavalry Major, who sat dozing in an
men, for the purpose of ascertainingthe bit of orange-peel
of
an
eye
found
ourselves
in
the
gararm-chair with an expression of somyears of companionshipwith some of
strong and weak points of an adversary;
niferous bliss upon his bronzed features
Scientific agriculturists speak of the
the noblest hearts I had ever met, I gave den.
but it was a duel to the death from the
It was a clear fall of fourteen feet, but, positively touching.
“ fruit belt ” of the South. It is where
an entertainment to my intimates, and
first thrust.
“ Sir !” said the Count. “ Sir !” and
green apples strike the small boy. —iVeu;
Bauleau’s was the place selected for the the soil being moist and soft, luckily no
To my mind the Major seemed toe Orleans Picayune.
meeting. Our party consisted of but one was hurt. We struggled on, still he shook him violently by the shoulder.
The warrior opened his blood-shot better fencer, handling his weapon as if
twelve, myself included;and 6 o’clock following the leadership of Maurice,
Says the Albany Argus: “A coit had been a feather, and thrusting
•was named for sitting down to the table. over a wilderness of vines and flower- eyes and glared fiercely upon his interquette is a rose-bush from which each
hither and thither at all parts of his opAt 5:30 o’clock we were modtly all as- beds, until we reached the low wail rogator.
young beau plqcks a leaf, and the thorns
ponent’s body, with a fiercenessof raupon
our
right;
and,
scrambling
over
it,
“
I
trust
you
will
pardon
me,
sir,”
resembled, as I had specially insisted qn
are left for the husband.”
pidity which I had never seen surpassed.
punctuality,and no one wished to dis- we found ourselves in a narrow alley sumed Count de Yautrin, “ for this un“ Have yon ever read “The Tale of a
I marveled, in fact, how they could be
appoint me. The interveningmoments which led out into the thorough- seemly interruption ; but the fact of the
Bumble
Bee?’” asked George of Sarah
avoided; and they were— parried every
passed away in pleasant chat concerning fare upon which Bauleau’s restaurant matter is, I am under the necessity of
Jane. “No,” said she, as she turned
one
with
a
neatness
and
address
that
fighting somebody, and attracted by the
the manifold incidents of our student fronted.
he color of real paint; “but I’ve felt
“Select your partners!” exclaimed singular beauty of your features”(the challenged the admiration of all.
life— forever psst on my part— until the
em.”
The combat had been progressing
hands of the clock prof&umed the houx Maurice, in his clear, ringing tones; Major was frightfullyugly) “I have
some four or five minutes, when the
A Mississippi Judge was just saying
:and
each
one
locked
arms
with
whoever
made
bold
to
disturb
you
in
order
that
appointed, at which instant the head
Major, carried away in the ardor of his that no one but a coward would carry a
chanced
to
be
nearest
to
him.
you
become
my
opponent.”
waiter entered the apartment and anattempt to break through his antago- pistol, when his own fell from his pock“ Sir,” responded the incensed cavalryDelavigne himself being my most imnounced dinner. Upon counting noses
nist’s guard, for a moment threw him- et, was discharged, and the bullet hit a
we found there was but one absentee, mediate neighbor, I took his, and so man, “ you are a fool I”
self out of position.
lawyer in the leg.
“Oh,
I
understand
;
you
wish
a
reareached
the
open
street
Victor Lemoyne; and, as he was generDe Vautrin, who up to this moment
Once there, I bethought me of his son,” retorted the Count, in the most
“ What !” said one to a miser, “ yon
ally behindhand in everything, I was
had been acting principally on toe denot much surprised,although a little great skill as a billiard player, which I courteous of tones. “You shall have
have never written poetry ?” “Never.
fensive, now totally changed his tactics,
had once or twice been a witness of, and it”
vexed.
In the first place I don’t know how, and
and assaulted his huge antagonist with
And,
without
more
ado,
he
reached
regretted
that
I
had
not
selected
some
then think of the incomplete lines — such
“ Well,” said Jules Laroque, “are we
a vigor and ferocity more than equal to
to wait for Lemoyne until the soup gets one else; but it was too late to re- forth his hand, and seizing • the son of
a waste of paper !”
his own. His thrusts, which were prinpent, and so I said nothing. On con- Mars by his nose, which was very promicold?”
A Kansas schoolma’am has introduced
for the face, were directed by a
no means,” replied Maurice sulting our watches we found that nent, gave it so vigorous a tweak that cipally
hand
so strong and true that twice he a new feature in her school. When one
Delavigne. “Victor Lemoyne merely it was half-past 11, being a full for a moment I verily believed he must
broke the skin of the Major’s cheek and of the girls misses a word, a boy who
stays away to be consistent. Were he hour later than any of us had sup- have pulled a portion of it from his face.
spells it gets permissionto kiss her.
He immediately leaped to the further once pricked his neck.
to arrive in time his tardiness would be posed.
The
moment
was
one
of
horrible
in- As a result, the girls are becoming very
A walk of ten minutes brought us to side of a billiard table ; and it was well
lost”
terest to all. Suddenly, on returning poor spellers, while the boys are improvThere was a general laugh at this sal- Toison d’Or, at that time one of the he did so, for the now thoroughly aroused
from a lunge at tierce, the Count threw ing.
ly, which, however, had hardly died most elegant saloons in Paris. It was soldier sprung to his feet, and, had not
In the following love couplet there is
open his guard; whether designedly or
away when the door opened, and in in the second story of the building, the some half dozen of ns interfered,he
not
I never knew, but his opponent saw a great paucity of words, but as much
stalked Lemoyne, and with him a stran- floor above being occupied as a fencing would certainly have throttled his init, and, quick as thought, thrust for the meaning as there is in many moot-movjger, a young man of about his own age, gallery. Once inside, no time was lost sulter on the spot.
undefended spot. De Vautrin did not ing love songs that have a fashionable
I
never
saw
a
man
so
enraged.
He
-<*hom lie introduced as the Count de in idle preparation, but, selecting six
attempt to parry, but, by a dexterous run
Van trim There was no necessity for contiguous tables, we began our play at literallyfoamed at the mouth, and our
half-wheel of his body, received in his I looked and loved, and loved and looked, aud looked
further delay, and we immediately ad- orfee. Delavigne, who knew that I was united efforts were hardly sufficient to
and loved again
*
arm the point intended for his heart, But looked and loved, and loved and looked, and
journed to the dinner-table, which I had no match for him, insisted upon giving prevent his breaking away. Finally,
looked and loved In vain.
and
at the same moment struck his own
ordered to be set in the second story me odds; but, as I resolutely refused to seeing that his attempts to release himhilt-deep through the cavalryman’s
“Are you trying to raise a mustache,
back room overlooking the garden, accept of any, he was perforce obliged self were ineffectual, he gave his word to
broad
breast.
A
convulsive
shudder
my
son?” kindly inquired a heavilycommit no immediate violence,and we
where our festivitywould not be inter- to play me even.
passed
through
the
soldier’s frame, and, whiskered father, the other morning,
I was in that state of nervous excite- loosened our hold.
rupted by the noise and bustle of the
Count de Vautrin, who had been re- straighteninghimself at his full height, observing the young man scraping his
ment which, so far from diminishing
> street. We reached the room, and had
garding the whole scene with the utmost he fell backward from file table into the face “ in the place where the hair ought
•.all taken our seats, with the exception my skill, actually assisted it, aud I exgloom, which opened to receive him like to grow.
“ Yes, sir,” replied the boy ;
Maurice Delavigne, who remained ceeded myself; while Maurice, although nonchalance, now advanced, and said,
“since you failed, its about all I can
agrare.
.r
!
••.!'' ini
extending
his
card,
“There,
sir,
you
to
all
appearance
playing
with
great
standing, and with good reason, too—
I shall never forget: the dull, heavy raise/'
care, counted very slowly. ITaeconse- will find my name and address. You
eveiy place was occupied.
But m the bcmod weare away,
thud of his body as it smote the floor.
“How ‘now, waiter,” exclaimed he, quence was that, much to my surprise, I shall have satisfaction.”
The tee ecstatic hums,
Lemoyne
assisted
the
Count
from
the
“
Here,
sir—
here,
on
this
spot
!”
•with mock gravity;“ am I to eat on my won the game.
And with his orderiferous blasts
The aqualld aqnasbbug comes—
For his second trial he paired off with hissed the Major, trembling all over table, and bandaged his arm with his
r ,t
Aha, the squeamishsqnaahbug squats
handkerchief.
*
A mistake of minq, monsieur, re- Laroque, who waa even a worse player with passion.
Or squirms upon the squill.
Or squirts his squibs at souabblingsquibs,
The proprietorof the establishment, • Having hung his coat over his
plifti that worthy ffEWtionary ; “I tmn myself; and yet, strange to say,
That think to use him
!
Delavigne was again beaten. He ex- attracted by the commotion,came up at shoulders, Count de Vautrin advanced
thought I hod covers for twelve.”
And so the tquaahbng oomee and goes,
this
moment
and
interfered.
He
beperienced
a
similar
fate
at
the
hands
of
to
the
proprietor,
and,
putting
his
purse
While
nature
seems
to
hold
her nose.
“Bo you did,” answered Maurice,
each of his antagonists,and finally was sought us to take our differences some- into his hand, desired him not to call
“but there are thirteen of us.”
“Enough! enough! Take him off,
The fresh cover was brought Dela- left alone to play the last game of the where else, and informed us, besides, the police for ten minutes; having done gentlemen, take him off !” yelled the bot-vigne ensconced himself snugly upon series with tne “ odd man,” which un- that if we persisted in making his saloon which, he politely bade us good morn- tom man in a fight before the second
my left, and the dinner then proceeded. enviable position .had been selected, the scene of a duel he would be under ing, and quitted toe saloon in company bloti was delivered.“ What made you
with Lemoyne. We examined the ill- give up so soon ? Yon could have licked
Frenchmen are the most oompanion- from choice, by the young stranger whom the necessity of sendingYor the police.
During toe harangue I noticed that fated Major, but he was stone-dead. him easy by holding out a little,”said
able fellows in the world, and by the Lemoyne had introducedas the Count
Laroque spoke in an undertone to sev- The weapon had passed direotly through one of the bystanders to the man as he
time the second basket pf champagne de Vautrin. •
The chances had narrowed down to eral of the stndents, who immediately his heart.
had been opened no happier party could
stood with trembling knees after being
Two days afterward I left France, nor released from his antagonist. “ What
have been found withm the walls of two men. It was to be either the went and posted themselves in front of
Paris. As the liquor began to take ef- stranger or my friend, and a strong for- the large double doors which consti- havfel ever visited it since; but were made yon holler * enough ’ so quick ?”
boding as to the result took possession tuted the only entrance to the place. At I to live a thousand years I should “Do yon think Fin a darned glutton,
fect, the fim .became fast and furious.
At first we contented ourselves with of me, when the Count, having taken off its conclusion he detained the landlord never forget the awful solemnity of the and don’t know wh6n I’ve got enough ?”
flinging and shouting; but gradual- his coat and selected a cue, advanced to by toe skirts of his coat, and thus ad- scene associated with my last dinner in said the defeated party as he limped
dressed the spectatorsof itois singular Paris.
ly becamje more and more reckless; the head of the table and spoke thus:
awav, holding his sore jaw.— HrcaA/os/
“ Monsieur Delavigne, I have narrow- scene, who did not number more than
we threw the fruit, of which Adolphe
„
' .
Dublin hasabad reputationfor drunkhad provided plentiful supply, ly observed your play, and feel con- twenty-five, our own party included ;
the pictures which adorned vinced that to equalize the contest be- “Messieurs,” ho said,. “if a gentle- enness, bnt it jnust be conceded that if The mining and manufacturing of the
the walls. Finally, Delavigne leaped tween ns yon should have the odds of at man be insulted, is it not eminentiy just its greatest brewers and distillersderive phosphate rock in South Carolina baa
upon the table with a champagne bottle least one-half thegame, which I beg yon and proper that he should demand satis- their vast wealth from sources which do become one of the leading and most imfaction upon toe very spot J6f the af- harm, they are unexampled among men portant interestsof the State. From
in each hand, and Commenced a wild, will allow me 'to giveyon"
EVERY YEAR.

about the destruction of his china
pictures,for which he knew he
wonld be paid, but he besought us in
the most heartrending tones to moderate
our glee. The gendarmes, he said,
would be in the house in five minutes,
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extravagant dance, in which he was
joined by several others, while the rest
indulged in the same fantastic gyrations
on the floor, yelling all the time at the
ton of their voioea. i V
,
It was at this moment that Banlean
(the landlord) entered. He said noth-

, ^

iV.

andthere was a murmur of front?” ,
. ,r* ' jv,!
in this line of business for munificence.
approbation among the students at this
Sir B. Guinness’ magnificent restoration
“Yei^yesl” shouted several voioes.
generosity— the more commendable
“Yon see the sentiment,, of the com- of St. Patrick’s i Cathedral,DnbliivhP8
when the stake which depended on the (any, landlord” continued Julea, “after been surpassed by Mr, Roe, the distiller,
issue of the game was taken into consid- which I trust (your good taste will pre- who has spent. ,$1,000, 000 on the com
eration.
vent your calling for the police. plete restorationof Onrist Church, the
Maurice bowed, and replied: “ Sir, I Should you persist in bo doing we will other Protestantcathedralin that city'.
He

ceased,

„

:

small beginnings the shipment and
manufacture has risen in mne ye*18 to
the large amount of 199,086 tons in
1877-78,of which 115,065 were shipped
tofpreign ports, 64,486 tons coastwise,
and, 16,695 tons were consumed by home
manufacturers..

DIFFICULT ADVERTISING.

U
^

Evil May day (May lr 1517) was thus
and inconvenience in return for the gra- called on account of the violenceof the
How It Is Cone In the London Times. cious concessionon the part of the pubapprentices and populace of London,
[London Cor. Chicago Tribune.]
lishers that their advertisements be directed against foreigners, particularly
I recently had occasion to insert an
printed.
th^e French. -The rioters were headed
advertisement in the London
When my advertisement was] taken I by one Lincoln, who, with fifteen others,
and I cannot say that the arrangements had a strong suspicion that it would not
vafc ihanged} and |40(J mbre in their
for accommodatingthe advertisingpubmake more than twelve lines at the out- sliirts, and bound with ropes, and hallic are base^ hfton much regard for the
side, and, when I found that it made ters about their necks, were carried to
advertiser. I1 waft anxious to have my
only eleven— two less than the clerk’s Westminster, but upon crying “ Mwcy,
advertisement inserted in Friday’s or
estimate— I felt naturally vexed at the meroy-L’ -they were all pardoned by the
Saturday’^ pkjier, so, about half-past 6 necessity of going back to demand the
King, Henry VIII,
o’clock Thursday evening, I took a ’bus
two shillings which I had overpaid ;
for Ludgate Circus, and walked thence
but I soon found that this was another
Francis Carrow’s treatment of a Pittsto Printing-House Square. Here, to my
custom of the office— namely, to over- field girl was outrageous. He married
astonishment, I found the office closed,
estimate the length of all advertise- her in April, and h‘*nged himself in May,
and, after much trouble, I learned that
ments, in order to make certain that it leaving his six children by a former wife
no advertisements were taken after 6 shall not be underestimated ; then, if
on her hands.
o’clock in the evening. When I rememthe advertiser does not find it convenbered that the Tribune will take “ ads ”
ient to reclaim the one or two shillings
Dooley's Yeast Fowder.
up to midnight. J could not feel in a overcharge, tho office is the gainer to
There in, probably,no other baking powder
good humor with a paper that closed its that amount. I say that it is a custom manufactured that haa become ao much of a
doors at the absurd hour of 6 o’clock;
of the office, for 1 saw at least a dozen hourohold word aa Dooley’s Yeast Powdeh.
but there was nothing to be done but to
For ts enty years it has stood before the public,
persons at the desk on tlio same errand
and the innumerabletestimonialsthat have
go home and return next day. So, about
as myself, and there was one clerk con- been called forth voluntarily testify fully to ita
2 o’clock Friday afternoon,’ I again went
staidly busy in looking up these mis- merita.
to the Times office with my advertisetakes and refunding .tlie small amounts
ment, and joined a throng of about thirty
Don't Forget that the country is full
overpaid. One man brought receipts
people in the handsome counting-room.
of tramps and tbiovoa, and that you ought to
for more than a dozen advertisements,
be provided with a weapon of ^efouee.See
There were just two clerks to attend to
on every one of which there had been advertisement in another column headed
us, and so we waited our turns patiently.
an over-payment,and, simply laying Don’t Forget It.”
Now, if any one imagines that these two
dowa his receipts, he remarked, “Reclerks attended the public with anything
Wb atnl assert that Heart Disease can be
fund,” in a matter-of-course
way, which
like the promptitude and rapidity shown
showed it to -be a usual thing. Just cured, and ask you to read thin
I wu affliotod for •everalyean with Palpitationof
in the Tribune's business office, he little
imagine tho “blessing”the Tribune tho Heart, attended with diEtinou and ftradnalljr in.
knows the incapacity of the English counting-roomclerks would receive if creaalxiK debility.For more than two yean 1 waa subject U> serera dartingpaKs through the heart, followed
clerk. If a reprint “ad” was handed
they habitually made overestimates in by a sense >f suffocationand difficulty of breathing,
threateningInstant death. For eight months I was unin, the clerk would leisurely count
the length of advertisements
able to lie down, but was obliged to sit bolftered up in
the lines and then go through some
bed, or In mr ctulr, through the night. When asleep
the motion of the heart would often stop, causing mo to
abstruse mental calculationfor about
wake suddenly In great distress, and -eventing me
A Phenomenal Storm.
from gettingnecessaryreel. 1 was very much reduced
three minutes before announcing the
In floeh and strength, and had given up all hope of perA correspondent,describing the effects manent
amount to be paid. Then he would fill
relief,when I wa* Induced by a friend to try the
efficacy of the HEART REGULATOR By the mo of
of
the
late
terrible
cyclone
that
laid
out a receipt, copy it upon the “ stub”
a few battles 1 was restoredto my usual health,and.
of the receipt book, and lazily make waste the town of Richmond, Rny coun- for the last ten years, I have suffered no severe attacks
I cheerfullyand gratefullyrecommend its uae to all
change for the advertiser. The charge ty, Mo., killing eighteen people, snys: persona afflictedwith Diseaseof the Heart.
Mbs. K. P. Reed, Concord, N. II.
per line was one shilling, and, to an or- The stories that are told of the force of
The HEAUT REGULATOH h» for Halo by all
the
storm
seem
incredible.
The
trail
of
dinary observer,there would seem to be
druggtotH, at 50 centa and $1 per bottle.
little difficulty in estimating the cost, the cyclone was swept clean of trees and
when the reprint showed the number of shrubs as well as buildings. Horses,
Welhoft's Fever and Ague Tonic.—
lines ; but, from the time taken, I felt cattle, and hogs were whirled away or
Chill Cure!— Bate and Sure !— Dr. Wilhoft'a
convinced that the clerks had strict in- left dead on the ground where the storm Tonic ia curative and protective. It will cure
structions to do all their multiplication struck them. The streets of Richmond Chills and protect from further attack*. Ita
by logary thms. But, when my manu- are still strewn with fragments of wagons, reputationia established. Ita composition ia
script copy was handed in, the clerk and the bodies of thirty horses have been simple and acientifle. It containa no poiaon.
It acta promptly and ita effects arc permanent
first glanced at me as if he thought I hauled away from the town. In one inIt a cheap, because it saves doctora’ hills. It
had intentionallygiven him a task be^ stance a team of horses and a wagon ia barmlesa,speedy in action and delightfulin
yond his powers ; then he counted tne were lifted from tlio ground and dropped ita effects.'Pry it, and prove all that’s said.
words as if his existencedepended upon into the branches of a large oak, which Wheklock, Finlay & Co., Proprietors,New
the act ; but, when he had gone over was not prostrated. Were it not so se- Orleana.
For bale by all Druggists.
them twice, just as I was expecting him rious, there are features of the storm’s
to tell me the number of lines and the fury which sound funny. Half a dozen
Mothers ! Mothers ! 1 Mothers ! Don’t
price, he suddenly hurried off to one of country stores were destroyed and their fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’a Soothing Bymp
the bookkeepers,or higher clerks, to contents scattered. Bolts of cloth, shoes, for all diaeasea incidentto the period of teethget his opinion. And then the two of and such things have been found as far ing in children. It relieves the child from pain,
them wrestled with that advertisement as fourteen miles northeast of Rich- ourea wind colic,regulatesthe bowels, and, by
giving relief and health to tho child, gives rest to
as if it had been written in Sanscrit or mond. Trees were carried through tlio the mother. It ia an old and well-tried remedy.
air.
One
of
them
struck
a
young
mediChoctaw, until I began to think that
perhaps the paper upon which it was cal student named Campbell, who had
After you have read all of the imporwritten was not the right size or color, gone out of a building for safety, and tant news in this paper read the advertiseor that some other absurd rule of the killed him outright.Men were lifted menta? and the •* Don’t Forget It” advertisemoat in particular.
office had not been observed in writing up and carried through the air, and in
it. Finally he came back and said the one case a man was letdown 100 feet
If farmers and others continue to buy
price would be 13 shillings, and then he from where he started. His shoes were dust and ashes put up in big packs and sold for
handed the paper back to mo, as if he torn from his feet, but he sustainedno conditionpowders it won’t bo onr fault We
have exposed the swindle time and again.
thought such a price would be too much injury beyond a few bruises. The BapSheridan'sFowlers are the only kind we know
tist and Presbyterianchurches were of worth carryinghome.
for my finances.
completely torn to pieces, and tho large
“ What am I to do with it ?” I asked.
bell on the Presbyterian church, weighGreat age carries with it a certain re“ Oh ! take it to the Address and Ining
1,800 pounds, was carried across tho spectability whether it attaches to a person or
quiry Office, at the other side of the ’all,
street. A^n eye-witnessof the formation thing. This is seen particularly in the case of
and get it registered.”
and approach of the cyclone, who was Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, which is the
moht marvelous internalaud external remedy
So I crossed the hall and presented
just off the track of it, Bays that at a over discovered. It ought to bo kept in every
the advertisement to another clerk, and.
point seemingly about five miles south- house.
he made an entry' in a book, wrote B 181
west of the city he saw a little black
CHEW
as the address to which answers were to
spot about the size of a man’s hand cirThe Celebrated
be sent, gave me a ticket with that letter
cling and waving furiously.It increased
“Matchless”
and number, and— charged me sixpence
Wood Tag Plug
and took the shape of a large funnel,
for each insertion of the advertisement.
Tobacco.
and seemed to rise from tho earth until
On returning to the first clerk I again
The
Pioneer Toraooo Company,
it had a circuit of about 150 yards.
New York. Boston and Chicago.
had to wait my turn, and, when at last I
When it reached a point a mile from the
succeeded in leaving the advertisement,
town it stood on a bill, but continued to
Don’t Forget It— That you ought to
paying the price ajked and getting a recircle and roar furiously. At length it read the advertisement so headed in another
ceipt, I had spent just twenty-three
sped onward until it reached the south- column of this paper.
minutes in the office, although my “ad”
west corner of the town. The havoo
was written out when I arrived. The
and desolation which then ensued are The Greatest Discoveryof the Age ta Dr
“ Address and Inquiry Office ” is simply
Toblaa*celebratedVenetian Liniment I 80 yean before
beyond description. Not a house is left
the public, and warranted to cure Diarrhea,Dysentery,
a device to extort additional sixpences,
to mark that once beautiful portion of Oolio and Spasms, taken internally ; and Croopi Chronic
and it is double-barreled in its method.
the town. Houses were blown over Rheumatism,Bora Throats, Cute, Bruises,Old Soros,
In the first place, if you want letters to
houses. There is not a single founda- and Pains In the Limbs. Back and Chost, externally.
be sent to the Times office, you must
It has never failed.No family wlU ever be without
tion that was not swept away.
pay sixpenc
ice for that privilege for each
after onoe giving it a fair trial. Price, 40 cents DR
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, in Pint
insertion
o the “ad.” Then, instead
sertion of
Hints About Water.
BotUes, at One Dollar, is warranted superior to any
of being allowed to put simply the
No water that has stood in open ves- other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colic, Cute, Bruises,
words, “Address B 181, Times Office,”
Old Sores, etc. Sold by aU Druggists. Depot— IO Park
you must write out a formula like this,- sels during the night should be used for Place. New York.
driiiking or cooking. By exposure to
“ Address B 181, Address and Inquirt
the air it has lost its “ aeratioh,” and
Office, the Times Office, E. 0., London.
FOOT LATHES
This long address makes just about a has absorbed many of the dust-germs
full line, and it is, therefore, nearly floatingin the* apartment. If convenP. O. VICKKKY, Auguste, Main*.
dress
twice as long as necessary.Of course, ience requireswater to be kept in vessels for several hours before use, it No. 8
it frequently makes an advertisement a
LUBRICATING CASTOR OIL
should be covered, unless tho vessels Is thePURE
line longer than it would be if a shorter
best article known for Reapers,Mowers, Threshare tight. Wherever practical, all dis- ers^ Carriage Axles, Ac. ; also as an Oil for Harness.
address were used, and it, therefore, adds
Ask your Drug giat or Grocer for it
tributing reservoirs should be covered.
that much to the tax on advertisers.
A Lit* Siaa ia rvrrv Misty la
tii» U. g, u DianurieUra
aas
Well, perhaps it may be imagined Filtering always adds to the purity of
mII • eTans arilelijailye*
water.
Drinking
water
should
not
be
nyM
linn,
utwral Unoi. Urn ynM*
that my tribulations with regard to that
m.
m.
ImaU cagiUL
advertisement were over; I confess that taken from lakes or rivers on alow level.
For 10 cents to pajr prtnUng
I thought so, and, although I had a Surface water, or water in lakes, pools
-uuv a'uffen'r
r ““The
The True Tbeotyo? L'atarrb^wlth
strong suspicion that I had been over- or rivers which receive the surface wash,
full informationof
o a Sure Cure. I had It si y
fnfl
should
be avoided as much as possible. ^DRO.RBYKE
DR. O. R. SYKES. OH Madison St. Cblcagt
blcag'u,III
charged, I knew I could get that rectiDo
not
drink
mbch
water
at
a time.
fied after it was published; but I little
knew what manner of men I had to deal More than two tumblers full should not
with. Saturday noon I searched the be taken at a meal. Do not drink beTimes for my advertisement, but I tween meals unless to quench thirst, as
found it not. When finally satisfied excess of water weakens the gastric AwardedAfyAerf prfa at Cent^nnltlExpositionfor
juice and overworks the kidneys. Ex- Jhu chacing quntUietsod exeeOmet and lotting chatthat it was not in the paper, I started off
«tUr nj nttetr \\ng and fiawHirm. Tht best tobicce
cessive potations, whether of water or
ever made. As onr blue strip trade-markIs Closely
to the office in righteous indignation,
other 'fluid, relax the stomach, impair Imitated on Inferiorgoods, see that J nekton'! Bed M
and began to show my wrath to the clerk
on every nlng. Sold by all dealer*.Send for sample
its secretions,and paralyze its move- fre*.•" o
---- *
P^nhnrg. Ve
at once.
ments. By drinking little at a time the
“I left an ^advertisement yesterday injury,i« avoided.
$10?
NOVELTIES
for to-day’s Times," I remarked, “and
it was not inserted — ”
Outfit
iwsiu -s
What Uharley Ross Has jDone for
J 11. BUFFORD’S SONS, Manufacturing
Publishers,
“Further desk on the left,” was the
Homeless Boys.
reply, before I had stated my whole
Poor little Charley Ross difl not sufgrievance;r\
fer in vain, after all, for his misfortune
To the further desk on the left I went, has been the means of bringing good
and presented mycase to a very feeble- luck to very many little boys; who oth:

TOR

iPISLXiO WB*

to any kind of nonsensical regulations

War in the East and CURSE of RUM.addrwa
JT Goodapeed’sBook, Bibls A Chiromo House, ijhlcagOi

m

Compound Syrup
is

composed of IngredientsIdentital

Brain

Substance, whilst Life itself Is directly dependant

Broww’s Bbowchial Troches,for coughs and colds.

(PQCA

_

Dr. Howe’s Testimony.
During the past two years I have given Frilows’ Compound Syrup of llypopnosphitesa fair though somewhat
severe trialIn my practice. In restoring personssuffering from emaciationand the debility following diphtheria, It has done wonders.I constantly recommend Ite
use In all affections of the threat and lunga. In anveral
caaos consideredhopeless it has given relief, and the
patients are fast recovering. Among tbeae are consumptive and old bronchialsubjects, whose diseaseshave re.
slated other modea of treatment. For Impaired diguetion, and In faot for debility from any cause, I know of
nothing e^ual to it.
WM. S. HOWE, M. D.

*
_____

Plttafleld,Ma.

LANDS

I

IOWA

»

,200*000 Acres

_

Htreet, Chicago,or Odor Rnnldn, Iowa.
J. B- CALHOUN, Land Commlttloner.

osmia.

IpATARR^

I

NAVI

Mu

*

'

$25

V'

>

_

'•-

INRKAHAM

A; CO.’S.

Superiorin design. Not equaled
In quality,or as tlmekcepero.
Aik yimr Jeweler for them.
Agency-8 Cortlandtfit., N. Y.

$10. $20. $50. $I00T
Invested Judiciously In Stocks (Option* or Privileges).
s sure road to rapid fortune. Full details and Official
fit'H-k Exchange Reports free. Address T.
W 1(1 HT A CU, lUnkers, to Wall fit roet . New York.
Is

POTTER

AWNINGS! TENTS!
Waterproof Covers. Signs, Window Shades, la
_______ 00 Month Oewplnlneg
MURRAY & IIAKKlUl

AGENTS,
READ
THIS !
We
rtnlnrv
9100 per Moutli
will pay

Agen** a

and Expenses to

of

our Nsw and WonderfulInventions. Address SHERMAN A CO., Marshall,Mich.
sell

fcThat the

WESTERN

NEWS COMPANY

REMEMBER®®®

dealer* at

Wholesale Rates. LIT tfeml in order*.

CELEBRATE THE FOURTH OF JULY.
My new Nlokel-PIttedSeven-Shot Steel-Barreland
Cylinder RLVOLVERN make Louder Report than
x

NO EXPLOSIONS FOR

15 YEARS!
Kxeter Hnfety Dollrrs, Exrter Ntenm KnarinrH.IlnwklnN lllowera and Exhaust Fins.

_

The only flnt-class exhaustersfor tho removal of shavings, dust and for ventilation made. I, (AN) Teat I.
inoninlit. Medal and diploma awarded at Centennial.
Send for illustrated circulars. EXETER MACHINE
WORKS, HO Congress Street, Boston. Maw

auvthirucofthe kind ever invented. Just the thing for
firing Fourth of July aalutes with. Cartridgesto flt them
ean t>e had at any general atore. UnequaTed aa a weapon ot 'i*-tense. Sent to any address,poetage paid, on
racelpi I f H 00. fiend In your orders early. G. A.
HA'l ' L Manufacturer, 177 Fifth> Av#., Chicago, HL

COSnIMI’TION and

all diseases of The I, tings and
It invigorates
the bialn, tones up the system,
makes the weak strong, and is pleasantto take. PriceOne Dollar per bottle at Druggists'or sent by the Prx*
priotor on receipt of price. A pamphlet containingvaluable advice to CoriNiiiniitlvrntmany certificates of
actual cuncfl, and full directionsfor using, accompan ot esch bottle, or will bu tenl free to any addrena.
OSCAR (A. MOSES, 18 Cortlandt St.. New York.

Throat.

IMS

759

As traveling agents are lying about our Five-Ton Wogott
which we prepay the freight, sell on trial for
money till tested and found satisfactory. For lithograph and Price List (free) address
JONK8 OF BINGHAMTON, Binghamton. N. Y.

ficalo,on

$50.

unil ask no

THERMAHNE
A

fiute aud itsliub

The
Unparalleled in Simplicity.

Unsurpassed

in Construction.

Unprecedented in Durability.
Unexcelled in
Undisputed in tlie

Economy of

BROAD CLAIM

only 25 cent

CHILLS&FEVER

Fuel.

aud

being me

o(

(|ululuo

e Substitute for

AGUE REMEDY
IKT THU WOUXjD
CURKfl

Unrivalled in Appearance.

PnU by

all

MALARIAL DISEASES.
FREE

Druxiclsts. Malted
on receipt of pries.
Write lo DUNDAH DICK k CO., 86 WuOBTKB HTBIST,
Yoaa, for tlirlrten rant took, malted to tb* readsrs of
tlila j.»p»rFT
vu application.

VEEY BEST OPEBATINa,

all

Nsw

EE

QUICKEST SELLUTCt,

HANDSOMEST AND
‘VIBRATOR*’
Sag.

Monk U.
1174.

Ever offered

to the public.

THE ORIBINAL ft ONLY 6ENUINE

MADE ONLY BY

“Vibrator'* Threshers,

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING CO.

Wmi IMPROVED

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS

Nob. 612, 614, 616 & 618 N. Main St.,

ST. LOUIS,

And Steam Thresher Engines,

MO.

Made only by

NICHOLS, SHEPfiRD & CG

,

BATTLE CREEK, jilYcsi.
FORTY MILLION

bushels

of Wlirnt. making KlOilT
M I I.LHlS barrels of Flour,
worth over Fifty .Million

Dollnr*. THIRTY-FIVE MILLION bubal
Corn, Bye, Bariev, Buckwheat and R.Utoes.
worth over Twenty Million Dollnra. Four baa
dred and Five KLOURINl* M1L1.M. Fifteenlino,
dred and eleven
°1" Htoue. The
of Oats,

Run
1

GreatestMilling Coun

H

World

try In the

UUUUl

The best Water Power* ^
|n the United
States. One Hundred nnd twenty tlioiiaund
Heroe I'pvrer at fit. AnthonyFalls alone. FIVE
lIUNDim) MILLION FEET of lumber sawed.
G it E AT Jt US H for choice
AT J.

HUE

AM)*.

THS Mntchlcae C.rnln-Hnvlng,Time*
I bavin l, an 1 Mmtry-SavluxTnn-iliera»| n.la il.iyand
‘

ganeratlon.Beyond all Hlvalry for Rapid Woik, Par.
Net CU ailing, and for tovlug Unis from Waaiag..

ARAIK RaUen
Immense Immigrationin

Bnp

1878,

Three

Nothing like It ever known. Twenty I1 II I
Hundred tlilrfl of Railroad.* Y* and even
train crowded. Land offices beaieted with throngs of
applicants.Wisconsin,Iowa and Kansas also coming,
We Invite the world Into the

EMPIRE MTATE

OF THE NORTHWEST. Tweniy-FIvo

Million acres

of

land awaitingsettlement

_
_

WANTED

" ‘ E.

Ml., Chicago, tr Send to
for Illustrated
Price-List.

DL’E WT>T from Chlrggo
At $5 to $s. in fann iota and on terms to suit all cliustw.
Send postal-card for maps and pamphletdescriptiveof
18 counties. J»w freights.Excursion tickets, out and
back, free to buyer*. Start right! For anylnfomiatlon
apply to lown K. K. Land Co.. 9% Randolph
1

A MONTH-AGENTS WA NT E 0- 38 'bsil

upon some of them.

i

\

Pianos,
135. Orest
ngton.N. J.

and

Blood, Muscle, Nerve

f

!

T«e»il«.

those which constituteHealthy

with

!

!

SntAtettm
lOU.^r’i'WVr^,
ML
Me,

Free Hornet. Fret Schools. Fret Unde.
Pamphlet of Eighty Pages with a fine
Mull will be sent post-paid,to EVERY APPLI(’ANT everywhere, to every ronotrv. the world
over. Apply

1871

to

JOHN

ASTHMA.

Tboasaads of the worst coses of Asthma have been
using JofisB Wuitcomii’sRemedy. In no

relief.

THE
ENTIRE
($nd
S &
oftrii

tbs Bsu» Ornin

yO
IV

ThreshingExpense**
n I.* nm.,^

1 iirtr* I lint «iiiihiih , eg

BAVtD by

lilts* liiij.rovcl

Revolving Shafts Inside tho Bcpn*

rstor. Kntlmy Ire. Iuhu liratna, I’lrkt-ix
lUiMk*.
and all turh tlmr- wailingand xraln-waatlnc romp
catlona. Pxrtertlyadapted to all Kindi and Condlfloua •
Grain, Wet or Dry, Lung or bhoit, il«ad«dor bound.

to

(bangs from Grain

to

Heeds.

POUR Sires of SeparatorsMade, rang.
r
from Mx to Twefie Hor.u
aud two ai/tea
Mounted Hors* Tewtrs match.
Itig

alae,

to

cl

,

purelyasthmatic character has it failed to give

OntCimUTI,January

|
81,

1878.

Messrs.JOSEPH BURNETT t Co., Boston:
Gentlemen— 1

am happy to

ffsstorss,far beyond ssy steer male# or kind.

be able to recommend to

those suffering from the distress of Asthma, your valuable relief, Jomas Whitcomb’s Asthma Remedy. So

have used It my statement concurs with others
I am familiar, as to the most favorableresuits derivedfrom Its use.
with

of Orsln A In* Intrrli.r w.irk iii.n,- i.y
tb* otter uaclilu'a,wli«iione. potted cm IHi (tlkr.ucs.

Makes no Utterlugs or Ucstteringa.

relieved by

far aa

will not Snbralt to the<

anormouawastage

W. IIONO,

Meu’y of Htale Hoard of Immigration.
St. Puul. Minnesota-

case of

Q
^

I

whom

J. N.

DEAN,

Ctudsp t at CincinnatiLaw Gollegs.

IN Thorough Worknnnshlp, Elegant
Finlah, Parf action of I’srta, Cnmpltteuaas of K>|iilpmeiit,
onr "ViuuTon" Tbrsabsr Oulfltaarainrouiparsbis.

ste.,

POR
Partlcalara. call on oar Dealer*
for writs
lllaolnteciarcnUr, which we mall fraa.
to ns for

O.N.U.
‘yy II KN^WlilTINt J>qTO

NaJt^T

la this paper.

NEW BUCKEYE MOWER.

Free

1

minded youth. He examined the num- erwise, in all probability, vpould have
ber of my receipt, overhauled two books led lives of mifiery. In the; course of
op a distant desk, and finally came back his investigations Mr. Christian K. Ross
' After yon bate been aroused at night by burglarsin
to me in triumph. "
has examined 497 boys, all of whom your bouse a few time*, you will feel tbs necessity of
a good REVOIjVKK. Probably not before.
“Why, you didn’t ’and your adver- were supposed to be the missing Char- baving
When von do feel that necessity. DON’T PORO
tisement in until yesterday afternoon.” ley. All of these save three, who had
“Certainly not,” I replied, “ but I ex- been stolen, were friendlessscraps of
>LVB
pected it to be printed in this morning’s humanitv, drifting homelesslyover the for the small isum of
paper.'#
face of the earth, and, through the pub“ Hoh ! now, you can’t get an adver- licity gained for them by being mistaken
sod. In addition, raeeira a copy of the BEST FAMILY
tisement in the next day, you know, un- for the lost son of Mr. Ross, the great PAPER in the United Statee-TUK^CIUCAUQ
IJJIMjEK^one7pQ
y ^'lld -T*1 U Paper will
less it is left here before noon— and not majority of them were provided by
be mailed FREE
to every person
rbo buys one of our
always then.”
ir Revolvers.
charitable people with comfortable rkme: ----- -----MHKR, this la no cheap, eMt-ironRevolver. It
Of course expostulationwas useless, homes. It should be some consolation is first-olaesin every particular, and will be sent by mall,
and I retired, convinced that the privi- to Mr. Ross that his quest, while use- to any address, on recnipt of SB.Otf. Or for S3. AO we
will send the Revolverand 100 Cf |ridges
dgeeBT
by Kxpbzsk.
lege of advertisingin the London Times less to himself, has been so fraught These Hotolven am manufaettu
resalyfor ns, and
are the beet ever offered or the
. THE LEDGER
was evidentlyso highly regarded by the with good to others. —Philadelphia Is mailed one year
purchaser. Three
ante. Address
British public that they would submit Times.
fit, Chicago, HI

li’l Fujti

It!

THREE DOLLARS,

£

-

—
<

BE RKAD1LY COMBINED WITH THE OELK

i

C.

AIL

I'M

AN & CO., Canton.

O., or

AULTSIAN, MILLER &

CO., Akron,

O.

RflOEKE & SON,

|itvmew’ ©olmun.

RAPIDS, MICH*
Wholesale Dealers T. If.GRAND
FRANK LESLIE’S CHIMNEY CORNER.LYON, - - - Proprietor.

Popular now Strawberries.—A good

Garden,

Selection for the

BY K.

.

HAINRS.

II.

now thought probable that for some
years to come the cultivation of this fruit
will prove one of the most profitable
branches of the fruit-growingbusiness.
Huch very truly has not been the case
It is

Thl* beautiful poiiodlcal,the best American Family Journal,Story Paper and Home Friend, has
been the successful rival of all the weekly jonrnals
for the oast thirteen years. It gained a place iu
the mlnnu and hearts of onr people, and now tho
name of its patronsis Legion.

Special Announcement.
The underrlgned dealres to announce to

'> “‘O'

This year the Chimney Corner seem to he better
than aver. Its serial stories nre of the most
absorbing and lilvcly character, of great power,
true to life aud full of merit, taking a wide range
of subjectsto please every member of a household— the domestic story for the mother, the
during the past few seasons, as the markets charming love-tale for the daughters,the more
dramatic for the young men, tho solid novel for
have been overcrowded with the inferior older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
for the boys and lalry-talcs
for the children.

-And

all beautiful Short stories

have appeared,

„

Which
will sell

the

—

ALSO

—

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

have purchased lower than ever a

I

cheaper than ever before.

public in general, that he is now the sole proprie
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
FULL LINE OF CARPETS,
that he will hereafter give his puisonal attention
CHEAPEST TO
BEST.
to the managementof tho house and the wants
of his gnefta. The house has been refittedand refurnished, and now offers the best of accommodasee tho goods
tions to the traveling public. It contains ISO handsome and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
be had with hoard at $2.00 per day, and the remalrder at the usual price, Having conductedthe Beautiful Liue Geese Feathers, Cheap.
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past sixteen years, aud thahkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
Tne rooms of Sweet’sHotel are not excelled by
Retail.
any public house In the State, the tables are supplied with all the markets afford, and careful attention Is given by all employees.
Setts
Parlor' Setts.
Hoping to receive & liberalpatronagefrom the
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated
by the proprietor.

Command

Fair dealing can always be

the

completed In each number, wliile Biographies, Adrelied upon.
ventures.Essavs,Fun, Travels, Natarai History,
plants of which have the merit of producLegends,Anecdotes.Science, etc., make this pubT. H. LYON.
ing at the rate of from 200 to 400 bushels licationone of the most entertaining in existence.
<fc Office on
Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
to the acre, discouraged growers are beaway to Its subscribers,
ginning to put on brighter faces. What is
The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations,printed on lino paper. Is
equally acceptable to amateurs and others
published every Monday, price only 10 cents; anGRAND HAVEN, MICH.
who arc growing fruit only for their own nual subscription, $1. po.^t-paid. Address your
5-tf
orders to Frank Leslie a PublishingHouse, W7
use is the fact that there is hardly one of Pearl Street,New York.
these newer varietiesbut what is superior Kit AN K LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL 16
pages, Issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
to the ordinary “Wilsuis” in quality nf and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
rPHE followingdescribedLots In thcOitv of In re-hullding our new shop we have pur
Holland, I will sell nt tin following prices.
fruit. Among some of the most note- Ladies and Children’s Ware; usefu. infonnailon
chased entire new Machinery,
on Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful Illus- Lot 9. Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition$175
worthy of these berries are the following: trationsof Homo and Foreign Subjects;Poetiy; each ; Lot IS. Block 8. Lot 6, Block It, South West
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
FashionableIntelligence;Personal Chit Chat: Addition$1 'Reach. Lora 1, 2, 3. 1, 5 & 6 in Block
One gentleman, upon see- Amusing Cartoonson the Follies and Foibles of 25.
an organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
And we are confident we cun satisfy all whe
ing this berry, said that be believed it the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Leslie's $225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $8(Ki each.
want
La ly's Journal Is the most beautiful of all the Alao 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
must be “the largest in the world." How ladies' papers. It should be found on the table of above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
every lady In the land. Price 10 cents a copy ; an- the following Lots 10. 11, 12. IS, and 14. in Block
ever, a few of the later specimens some- nual subscription, |i, postpaid.
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and > In Block H. The above will
what exceeded it in size; but berries FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has be sold on long credit and small payments down.
made rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
Apply to,
measuring from 0 to 8 inches in circum- to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
M. D. HOWARD.
ference need not fear but what they will best living writers. Every departmentof literature is representnted
in its columns. The amount
WE HAVE A STEAM
riud friends to appreciate them. The fruit of instruction, entertainmentand amusement afforded by the articles, essays, stories,and general
is of conical shape, of good quality, and
miscellanycontained iu the 1*8 quarto pages of
A RELIABLE BusinessMan to get up a party
suitable either for private use or for ship each number of this publication has been well nppreciated.Every copy of the "Popu nr Monthly” 1\ to go to •Virginia and settleon a large tract
ping to market. Its brilliancy of color is embellishedwith over 100 beautifulillustrations. of land owned by the advertiser,and to he divided
WE
A
Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in exist- up into villagelots with firms adjoining. These
renders it particularly noteworthy among
ence. bnd at the same time one of tho most select lots and farms are divided into Shares at low rate*,
SPECIALITY.
other berries. The plants are hardy and amt universally we come, it must continue to in- so that working men. mechanics. Incipient nmnncrease in public favor, and rank with the publish- factures, Ac., can easily buy them. Also, parries
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
vigorousand have the valuable merit of er’s Sunday Magazine— the highest aiming all our to sell shares. It pars better than any other agency
Apply
E.
BAUDER.
Fenton.
Mich.
American
mouthlies.
It
is published on the 5th
being highly productive.
Or anything in uttr line, manufactured on short
of each month. Price. 25 cents a number: Subuoti*e.
Crescent Seedling.— Though exceeded in scription,$8, post paid, per vear. Address \our
orders to Frank Leslie. 587 Pearl Street, New York.
size by the preceding, yet the unusual
H. W.
& Co.
FRANK LESLIE’S SUNDAY MAGAZINE Is
productivenessof this variety is causing it a beautiful work. It will interest educated ami
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
to receive almost au equal share of public reader. It is the only Sunday magazine published
favor. A few years ago we would hardly lu this country. Every number has 128 pages tilled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
believed that a strawberry could yield at ranging from the Sermon bv the Editor (Dr. C. F.
Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
the rate of 14,000 quarts to the acre; but stirringTales, general Topics and Eesays, Poetry,
the Crescent Seedling has given us a very Music, Fun, Science,History,etc., in great v’a
riety. Each copy of this Magazine has UK) exquipleasant surprise in this respect. The site engravings of the most interesting character
LOCATED OPPOSITE THE
It has reacheda circulationand prosperity such as
plants are such rampant growers, assist- make it one of the marvelsof periodicalliterature.
Mill.
ing decidedlyto keep down the weeds and It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy it and see for
yourselves.Single copies are only 2.') cents, and
grass, and are so prolific that it is esti- Annual Subscription Price only $1, post paid. AdI would respectfully invite the attention of the
dress orders to
public to the fact that lam prepared to do all
mated, if the crop is sold at two cents 11
kinds
of blacksmithwork. Hitch as wagons, bugFrank Leslie’s Publishing House,
quart, that this would cover all expense of
gies, sleighs, machine repairing,and all kinds of
6-2'iw
537 Pesrl Street, New York.
odd jobs, at reasonablerates, and solicit their
growing, picking, and commissions, so
patronage.

_
Warehouse

WASHINGTON STREET.

_

and

Coffins

and Caskets
on hand.

dealing can be relied on.

etc

.,

O

By virtue of an execution,Isaned out of an.l
under the seal of said Court, tested on the 13ih
day ol May, 1878, and founded upon a decree en
tored In said cause on the 4th dnv of April. 1878
which execution is to me directed and delivered
flftlnmtulhegood8, chattels,lands and tenements of
Ellis Thompson, tne comnlainnnt.and in favor of
Susan Thompson the defendant therein named. 1
did. on the 15th day of May. 1878. levy on all theritrlir
title and Interestof the said ElllsThompsnn in and
to the followingdercrlbcd lands situated In said
County of Ottawa, viz: the south-east quart*‘rol
north-west quarter of section twenty-four it,
town eight north, range fllteen west. Notice t.*
hereby (fivtn, that I shall expose said lands lor sabat public vendue to the highest bidder to satlafv
the amount due on said execution,including costand collection fees, at the front door of the Court
House in the City of Grand Haven, in said Count v
on the thirteenth day of July, 1878,
ten o'clock in the forenoon.

I

AND

'

from $125 to 140 per acre.
Beniesareof a bright red color and of
Under

Seneca

This

attracting a good deal

royal berry is also

this

and desirable qualitiesof
to

list of

occupy

its fruit, is caus-

prominentplace in

a

strawberries.Great PoUfic,

“

“

And

Boyg and

even

to

II inches in

circumfereuce,

and

areal cure, from the heat (wlected

(fine dress) $10.00 to $26.00.

Honduras
children’s suits, all wool $4 to

Hock,

E. J.

Russell's

from

Harrington.

on my grounds are deservingof mention
future day.

can be more

easily

many suppose. Sandy loams,

than

good gravelly

soils, or rich

all suitable, aud, if the

mencement, then

may

leasts that

ground

out in April

in

is well en-

com-

Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the
lot

of

to

finest

neckties and collars, including the

Sultan Linen Collar

all parts of our land with a patent duplex curve,

etc., etc., too

same rich numerous to mention, at the
enjoy. Plant
or early in May, moistening
Cheap Cash Store

Maine
I

first, if ^

few short months

will

cause them to

The time to

Hardware,

of

Agricultural

E. J. Harrington.

A
recan make

money fasterat work

for

Implements,
Etc., Etc.

m< than at

anything else. Capital not required;we
u start
you. S12 per day at home made by the
will

SaUOKRTIES-ON THE HUDSON,

N. Y.

graft grapevines is just

industrious.Men, women, boys and girls waived
everywhere to work for us. Now Is the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. AddressTbuc * Co.,
Augusta, Maine.

Which

I

will sel1 cheaper

to

vine to be grafted eight or ten inches deep.

—

ground, split the end

of the vine

of the roots left in

the ground, whittle the butt-end

of1877.

the cleft or

split in the root in

M

Great chance to maxe

such

a

man-

ner that the intersticebetween the bark
and the wood shall join evenly together

VAN

I I i I J you cvan’.t S?.1,80,d «voa Cttn EM
WdUAr
Ei’cenhncks.We need a person in

— I3ST

27,

W. BUTKAU,

14,

T

1

AM

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

MANLY

Holland,

BOOKBINDING!

„

default has been made in the con
ditlons of a certain mortgage,made and executed on the sixth day of November, 1872, by Eli
Argerslnger and Melissa Argerslnger, his wife, of
»ho township of Blendon, County of Ottawa,and
State of Michigan,to Stephen L. Lowing of said
county and state, which mortgage was on the 26th
day of September, 1873, recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds for the County ( f Ottawa, in
Liber V of mortgages,on page 180, and whereas
there Is now due and unpaid upon said mortgage
by reason of the breach of the covenants therein con talned, and as provided therein, the sum of two
hundred and fifty dollars,also an attorney fee of
fifty dollars,provided for In said mortgage as olten
as any proceedingsshould be taken to loreclose
the same; and no suit or proceedinghaving been instituted either at law or in equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same being now
due and unpaid; Now, therefore, notice is hereby
given, that by vlrtneofthe power of sals in said
mortgage contained,and of the statutein such
case made aud provided, on Tuesday the 15th
v

v

day

of August, 1878. nt the frott door of
the Court Honse, in the city of Grand Haven, in
said Ottawa county, at in o’clock in the forenoon
of said day, the undersigned will sell at public
suction,to the highest bidder,the premisesdescribed in said mortgage, to satisfysaid debt, atU r
ney fee, and costs and expensesof sale of said
premises, being described as follows, to-wit: All
that certain piece or parcel of land situate and
being In the township of Blendon in tue county
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and known and
described, as follows,to wit: The north-east quarter Of) of the north-eastquarter(X) of secMon
twenty-three (23) Town six (ti) north of range fourteen (14) west, containingforty acres, be the sani
more or less.
Dated, Grand Haven. Mav 3rd. 1878.
L. LOWING. Mortgagee.
Lowing & Crosc, Attorneys for Mortgagee.

STEPHEN

how

lost,

how restored

:

Just published,a new edition el
DB. CULvSBWELL’3CELIBBATXDESSAY on therar/fcof<rMre(withoutmed
icino) of Spermatorrhceaor Seminut
Weakness,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impedi
ments to Marriage, etc.; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits Induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.Ac.

“Gem’

XYT This Lecture should be In the hands of
every youth and every man in tho land.
Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-jtaid,on receipt of six cents or twu
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

MERWELL XEDICM,

D. HOWARD.
Holland. Mich

41 Abb St., H»w York; Post Office Box. 458G.

SPEING AND

band.

Our stock of sugars cannot be

Millinery

SUMMER. 1878.

We

have a fine

spices, and

lot

of

And

large var

Also, a full assortmentof canned
including Corn

it.

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Silks and Shawls.

A Handsome

fruit

lot of

selection of

and Tomatoes, etc.,

New

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken in Exchange for

largo stock of

Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,

iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per

pound that cannot be surpassed. Try

a

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

coffees and

we have among our

Fancy Dry Seeds,

|

New

Maine.

Mortgage Sale,

A complete stock of Groceriesconstanton

every town to take subscriptions
for the largest, cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
beat.
publication in the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegant works of art
Orleans, Sugar .................8c.
given free to subscribers.The price is so Ion
Extra
C .............................
9c.
that almost everybody subscribes.One agent re
ports making over $150 In a week. A lady agent A ...................................
10c.
reportstaking over 400 subscribersin ten days.
All who engsge make money fast. Yon can devote Granulated .......................... 11c.
all yonr time to the business, or only your spare

on the side of the graft and Ihe root. Fill
up the hole, pack the fine, soft earth with
your hands carefnlly around the grafted
place, and leave a single bud of the graft
time. You need not be away from home over
juat above the aurface of the ground.
night. You can do it as well as others. Full par
ticulars,directions and terms free. Elegant and
outfit free. If yon want profitablework
The duties of farmers’ wives, lu olden expensive
end ns your address at onee. It costs nothingto
times, are set forth in a treatise. “The try the business. No one who engages fails to
Wyve’s Occupation,” by Sir A. Fitzher- make great pay. Address “The Peopte’s Journal,’’
g&_iy
bert, who, in the days of Henry the Portland
Eighth, aays: “It is a wyve’s occupation
to winnow all manner of cornes, to make
matte, wash and wrynge, to make haye,
Tbs undersigned wishes to inform his old friends
ehcre corue, and in time of nede, to help
her huebande to fill the muck wayne, or tnd residents of Hollandand vicinitythat being at
present located it Muskegon, be has made arrangedunge carte, dryve the ploughe, to lode menu with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, st Holland, at whose
haye, come and such other, and to go and store, on River street,all Jon work for binding can
ryde to the marked to sell butter, cheese, be left. I have purchaseda new and complete line
mylke, egges, chekyus, capons, hennes, of tools and stock aud will furnish first-class work.
A. CLOETINGH.
pygges, gese, and all manner of comes.'' Muskegon,Sept. 3 1875.

own town.

eally.

VAN ZOEREN.

1876.

TUG FOR SALE.
ll-4w

vour

The undersigned announces to the Public that
tar Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds clearly demonstiatcs,from a thirty years' successof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences ol
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto self-abuse may be radically cured without the danall those who wish to favor them with part of thclt gerous use of internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing out a mode of enre at once
simple, certain and effectual,bv means of which
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
Son’s Hardware Store.
be. may cure himselfcheaply, privately andiot//

Store,

1878.

in

TX7HKREAS

THE-

J.

ANDEGEND.

week

if

PIRST WARD.

OF—
L

Sheiiff qf Ottawa County, Miehinc,
Moan.
Soule. Defendant'sSolicitors. 15-;
15-7 w

$5 outfli free.
yon want a business
at
persons of cither sex cun make
great pay all the time they work, write for particu
lars to H. Hallett A Co., Portland, Maine.
a

MARKET

MEAT

GROCERIES. 1878.

money. If

of your LtL

graft to the form of a wedge, and insert in

J.

Holland, April

* A. Steketee’aGeneral Store, on Eighth street.
I non ire
H. DOESBURG.
Hollamd. April 7,
8-tf
five or six inches above the surface of the
off the top or main root

HARRINGTON.

than evet before at the

Hardware

Fine Building Site For Sale.
TMIE East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. Situated
JL between J. O. Doesbnrg’sDrug store, and P.

E. J.

Holland. July

the leaves are beginning to start on

be grafted. Cut year grafts
into lengths from two to four buds each.
Dig the earth away from the roots of the
Baw

ly

&,

risk. Header,
$66 No which

would respectfullycall the attention of the public that I have on hand a large stock of

plants are obtained

veal their teasures.

the vine

33-

Grand Haven, Mav 22nd, 1878.
JOOS VEUPLANKE.
JOOSVEKPLANKE.

-

I

Stoves,

here so fully

through the mails from distant points.

when

for sale nt a bargain, ut Ihe

rejoice over the

we

the roots

85c

clay-loamsare

riched and thoroughlyspaded at the

people

Shirts,from

$1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel, Hickory and

Tile strawberry

grown

Shirts— in-

;

some cluding Fine White

their turn at

HATS\AND CAPS,

H P1H l» not easily earned In these times, but
\ I
it can be made in three months bv any
ill I I I 01,0 'd ellher scx- 1° any part of the
v/ 1 1 1 country who Is willing to work steadilv
at the employment that we furnish. $66 per week
in your own town. You need not he away from
home over night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. Wo
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
ing to try jhe business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
(J|

Ready Made

latest stylus of

Cheap Cash Store of

in

All kinds of

York,

Sold by all Druggists.

prolonging the stawberry season. Others

must await

CO.

New

Chemist* k Druggists,

mi

nisi!

have just received from

splendidstock of the

their

later ripening, assist very agreeably

but they

We
a

JOHNSTON &

W.

and CAPS.

other

Yal liable llemedies.

161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mioh.

qf ripening; while Sharpless, Continental,
Defiance,

HATS

Stillingia, Dandelion,

Preparedonly by

be well appreciated from their early habits

and Golden

Sarsaparilla,Yellow

Wild Cherry, and

Advance are extra large varieties,that will

Sterling,

-if

14.

This preparationIs compounded with

Cheap Ca«h Store of

rare treats that they afford. Pioneer,

VAN BRUGGEN.
1878.

D.

Purifying the Blood.

Jackets, at the

and certainlydeserve our thanks for the
Cinderella, Essex, Beauty,

for

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

wear) $3.75 to $10.00.

dent Lincoln, and Great American have $10. Also a large stock of Overall'sand
yielded some mammoth berries, measuring
from 6

Attention.

Holland. March

the

Presi-

Horseshoeing I give Special

DYSPEPSIA,

offered before in this city.

(common

D. Ya-i Bruggen,

Anokl

LIVER COMPLAINT

a variety of

goods cheaper and heller limn ever was

the plants, combined with the large size Gents’ suits

it

offer

of attention.The

hardy and productive habits of growth of

ing

head we

Dated,

Phoenix Planing

la ncknmrlp«1g<Hl to I* the best and most
reliablepreparation now preparedfor

give a profit of

fine quality.

Blacksmithshop of

Sarsaparilla

Ready Made Clothing.

Circuit Court for
the County of Ottawn-ln Chancery.

vs.

:

would

TATE OF MICHIGAN: The

Susan Thompson,
Defendant.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
SHALL MAKE

v

KElDSEMA.

Ellis Thompson,
Comi>lainant.

IDIR/Y" EZILIsr

Johnston's

S.

15., 1878.

Sheriff’s Sale.
O

Or Re-Sawing Done.

VERBEEK

-

etc.

Holland, May

Planing, Matching,

to

O

N. B. Call and see a most beautiful variety of
Lamp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, bracket.*-,

Forest

Wanted.

always

\\ bile I thank tho public for their patronageof
the past, I hope to merit and solicita liberalshimot it for the future.

4

!

and^&scertainpi

Bedroom

IFHtCENTX Fair
Planing Mill.

FOR SALE.

that every additional cent per quart

FROM THE

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

Lager Beer.

extremely interestingare

,

FURNITURE
A

kinds of-

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

Habberton.Howflrd, Robinson, Do Forrest,
so small in size as to hare very little power Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
Pierce, and other eminent written*,are Its regular
to tempt the passing visitor to purchase
contributors.The subjectstreated of are very
them. However, now that a number of varied. 1 he Illustrationsare profuse and they arc
extra large varieties

all

Can be made by examining tlie large
new stock of

THE

commonly grown, and

berries that are too

SWEET’S HOTEL Mousy! Money!!

new,

goods, at the

etc.

highest Market Price, at the

Chpap Cash Store of
E. J.

Harrington.

1.

&

S.

TAN BEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

-

•

- - -

Hoi*

i*

-An 13,

mick

U

